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1. INTRODUCTION

by Erling Diesen, Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Administration (NVE)

Rural Electrification: A Develo mental Challen e

Norway has provided funding for rural electrification in a variety of countries
over the past fifteen years, and new projects are being planned or considered
elsewhere. The main emphasis in the programme to date has been upon providing
financial and technical support for decentralised small hydro schemes.

In part this focus upon hydro has been in response to the difficulties experi-
enced by many developing countries in meeting their import bills for oil follow-
ing the price rises of the 1970's; it has also been in line with the broadly
favorable view of renewable energies taken in the Brundtland Commission Report
and other studies of energy and the developing world. Moreover, the promotion. of
hydro power plays to one of Norway's strengths and provides an opportunity to
utilise Norwegian professional skills and manufacturing expertise.

In the past few years, however, it has become apparent that providing support for
small isolated rural electrification projects is not necessarily the best use of
the available development assistance resources. Even though such projects may be
justified on their local merits, they do not fit within an overall strategic view
of rural electrification and the role it plays in rural development - and where
Norwegian development assistance can best be deployed in this context.

It has- also become clear that the predominantly technical focus in most projects
has led to a comparative neglect of social issues and a failure to define
adequately the development goals of some programmes. This has led some commen-
tators to ask whether rural electrification even has a legitimate part in the
Norwegian development assistance programme.

Because of such questioning within the Norwegian development assistance com-
munity, it was decided last year that the time was opportune to hold a two-day
national seminar to discuss the issue. This was held under the auspices of the
NVE in the Holmen Fjordhotel on 14-15 March 1989. h was attended by some 40
people with representatives from NORAD and a variety of academic, manufacturing
and consulting organisations.

A high level of agreement was reached on the importance of rural electrification
in the development assistance context. The challenge facing the Norwegian
development assistance community is to create the policy framework and institu-
tional mechanisms which will enable rural electrification programmes to be
targeted and implemented in a manner which maximises their developmental impact.

A o i 1 nd Political Issue

There is no question about the overall relevance of rural electrification to
development. This is clear from the experience of Europe and North America, as
well as that of the newly industrialising countries of the developing world.

Communities without an electricity supply are excluded from a high proportion of
the benefits of modern society and are inevitably condemned to a marginal
existence in overall social and economic terms. In the longer term, it is
therefore clear that rural electrification is a developmental necessity and must
ultimately be provided.
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This does not mean that electrification is a priority everywhere. Still less
does it imply that electrification, in itself, will bring about development. But
it is nevertheless clear that without reliable electricity supplies at prices
which people can afford, the potential for development is extremely limited.

Rural electrification is, however, expensive. Very few programmes are able to
cover their running costs, let alone their capital investments, during the first
five to ten years after construction. Given that so many basic needs remain
unfulfilled in the rural areas, it is legitimate to ask what priority should be
given to the provision of subsidies to rural electrification; some would say that
only those programmes which can pay their way should be implemented.

This is a valid argument from the economic point of view. The problem is that
the issue of rural electrification is to a large extent social and political. If
a strict policy is followed of targeting only those areas where there is a
reasonable chance that programmes will pay their way, the pace of rural electri-
fication will be extremely slow in the majority of countries.

Those living in the remoter and poorer areas will have little prospect of
obtaining a supply within the foreseeable future. Following the optimum course
dictated by economic considerations is there fore likely to widen the gap between
those living in areas already experiencing a certain degree of economic develop-
ment and those caught in the trap of subsistence. From the point of view of most
Third World governments this is not acceptable at a social or political level.

It is clear that economics cannot be ignored in the planning of rural electri-
fication; programmes must be targeted in accordance with clear economic criteria.
But a major effort is also required to see if it is possible to make electricity
supplies available to communities which do not meet such strict criteria but for
whom an electricity supply is a genuine priority.

ni a uestion of su 1 technolo

There is a tendency to see rural electrification primarily in technical terms.
In the design and planning of a project, the supply technology to be used is
often the major focus of attention.This is particularly the case when decentra-
lised generation systems are being established.

This can easily lead to the demand side being largely ignored. Yet, arguably,
this is even more important than the supply technology. There is no point in
providing a supply if people cannot afford it or are not in a position to use it
effectively. When programmes are being planned, it is therefore essential that
the demand issue is thoroughly considered. It may, in fact, be necessary to
allocate a proportion of the project budget to investments which will help
stimulate demand.

Simply installing the necessary supply technology will not, in itself, cause
development to occur. If projects are to have a significant developmental
impact, they must be carried out in areas where the necessary conditions for
development already exist or can be provided as complementary inputs to the
Programme.

Projects also need to be placed within the context of the overall national rural
electrification policy of the country concerned. Isolated technical gestures
serve little purpose. Support to particular projects should be provided as part
of a sustained programme designed to reach an increasing proportion of the rural
population.
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The e uit issue

It is clear that the benefits of rural electrification are not uniformly distri-
buted. Those families which are able to afford a connection and pay their
consumption bills are obviously going to benefit more than those for whom
electricity is beyond their financial reach.

This is not an argument against rural electrification. Virtually all rural
infrastructural investments have a tendency to provide greater opportunities to
the better off than the very poor. But it does point to importance of the equity
issue and the need for careful analysis of the likely social and economic effects
of rural electrification programmes.

When programmes are being planned it needs to be clear whether, and for whom, an
electricity supply is a priority. Measures also need to be taken to ensure that
the benefits are distributed as equitably as possible. In this context, careful
attention needs to be given to the tariff structure which is going to be used.

The equity issue also raises important questions about the level and allocation
of subsidies. It may make sense on general developmental grounds to provide
rural electrification as part of the rural infrastructure. It is much harder to
justify the supply of electricity at below its production costs in order to
provide the rural rich with a higher standard of domestic living conditions. The
issue of tariff structure needs extremely careful analysis.

ff- rid Su 1 S stems

In many countries, the grid is still extremely limited in extent. For the vast
majority of the rural population, there is therefore little hope of being served
by a grid-based rural electrification programme for a long time to come. The
only chance such communities have of obtaining an electricity supply is by means
of off-grid supply systems.

If such systems are utility managed, their costs tend to be prohibitively high.
The main hope for keeping costs at an acceptable level is the creation of
community-managed systems.

Eut achieving success with community-managed programmes is not simply a matter of
the right technology choice, as has sometimes been thought in the past. It
requires the creation of institutional structures which can provide local
communities with the necessary training and technical support for the operation
of systems.

It also requires the provision of effective institutional mechanisms for the
maintenance and repair of generating systems. If the community cannot rely on
having repairs to its generating equipment carried out promptly, effectively and
.cheaply, the electricity supply system will inevitably be condemned to marginal
developmental significance.

Local Partici ation

The majority of rural electrification programmes in the developing world are
planned and implemented without any serious involvement by the local community.
As a result, many opportunities for increasing the impact of providing an
electricity supply are lost.
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Local participation is particularly important in the case of off-grid supplies.
But simply involving a small number of local communities in a random series of
projects will achieve little in overall developmental terms. The aim should be
to develop systems which are both locally self-sustaining and at the same time
replicable on a broader scale.

The question of local involvement must therefore be viewed strategically. This
will require the establishment of support organisations at a national or regional
level.

Need for continuin anal sis

It is clear that rural electrification is a major developmental challenge for
many countries in the developing world - ind for the development assistance
agencies supporting them.

Institutions which are capable of handling large scale rural electrification
programmes need to be created in the developing world. But equally there is a
need for the creation of institutional capacities in the development assistance
agencies which will provide a more effective method than presently exists for
learning from experience and developing new approaches.

In summary, the over-riding view of the seminar, clearly reflected in the papers
and conclusions, was that rural electrification has an important contribution in
promoting the development in the Third World. li is therefore an area in which
funding is justified at present and which could well justify increased assistance
in the future.

But it is also clear that indiscriminate expansion of assistance programmes is
not likely to be particularly effective. There is a major need for further
analysis and review of the experience to date. A great deal more needs to be

learned about how to target programmes more effectively and how to increase their

developmental impact.
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2. SEMINAR CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions including a proposed next step were agreed upon at the
seminar.

1.0 The Relevance o Rural Electri ication in Norwe ian Develo ment Assistance

Rural electrification can make a positive and important contribution to rural
development.

Rural electrification thus has a valid and important part to play within the
overall context of Norwegian development assistance.

Rural electrification also provides opportunities for the utilisation of
Norwegian managerial and technical expertise for the benefit of the developing
world. Where programme conditions are appropriate, it allows substantial sums of
money to be spent in ways which produce visible results and tangible benefits at
a local community level.

2.0 Conditions or E ective Rural Electri ication Pro rammes

In order to realise the potential impact of the funds available for rural
electrification, it is therefore essential that programmes are targeted effec-
tively. This requires detailed local knowledge and adequate participation by
recipient communities.

It is particularly important that rural electrification programmes should only be
implemented in areas where they have genuinely high local priority. Due atten-
tion must also be paid to questions of local equity and distribution of benefits.

When off-grid community managed supply systems are being considered, the esta-
blishment of the necessary institutional structures for their management,
maintenance and repair needs to be given adequate consideration.

Care should be taken to ensure that rural electrification programmes which are
being promoted are compatible with the overall policies and technical standards
already in existence in the recipient country.

The technologies used for rural electrification programmes should be suitable,
proven and available. Programmes should not be technology-led, but should be
designed around the requirements of the users.

The potential need to make investments to stimulate demand and allow the full
benefits of programmes to be realised should also be borne in mind.

3.0 Economic and Financial As ects o Pro rammes

15‹ In general, rural electrification progranunes will need to be subsidised.

In many programmes, the economic value of the electricity exceeds the resource
costs of production, or at least represents the lowest cost of providing the
energy. In such cases the programme can be justified in econonzic terms even
though it may not show an adequate rate of financial return.

ln some instances, however, it may be necessary to justify programmes on social
and developnzental grounds.
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4.0 Potentia 1 Areas or Norwe ian Develo ment Assistance

At present the primary focus of the programmes being supported, particularly in
Africa, is upon the electrification of growth centres, including where approp -
riate, isolated communities. The seminar was in agreement that this should
remain as the major thrust of the programme.

The seminar also recognised that Norway has the capacity to provide assistance to
rural electrification programmes across a broad spectrum of activities.

The potential areas of support include the following:

assistance in cost-effective design
institution building - technical and managerial training
provision of scholarships
establishment of operation and maintenance systems
economic modelling
and general professional support

Norway is also professionally well placed to offer recipient countries assistance
in the formulation of overall electrification policies as well as the selection
and design of individual proj ects. Norwegian capabilities can also be used in
assessing the environmental and social impacts of rural electrification proj ects
and programmes.

In addition to the provision of expertise and equipment, Norway can also provide
assistance to developing countries in setting up their own equipment manuf actur -
ing facilities and small electricity -using industries.

5.0 eci ic Next Ste s

A multi disciplinary rural electrification task force should be s_et up under the
auspices of NORAD to gather relevant information on the state of the art in rural
electrification.

The task force should produce olicy proposals or uture Norwe i hn- 1
assistance for rural electrification. Such recommendations would form awznput
to N in its sector po icy review which is presently under way.

In order to give practical point to its discussions, the task force should
formulate its olic recommendations with re erence to s eci ic countries in
Africa, Asia and Latin America.
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3. OPENING ADDRESS

by S.A. Holmsen, NORAD

Dear participants, ladies and gentleman.

It was with great pleasure I accepted the invitation from the Seminar organisers
to participate in this Seminar - and needless to say, I do consider it a great
honour to be asked to facilitate its opening.

Rural electrification has for some time been on the MDC's *) agenda. However, as
I feel we shall reveal during the Seminar, we all have different conceptions and
understanding as to what "Rural Electrification" really is or means. To some -
probably to most of the engineers - it is medium and small hydro scheznes possibly
with some kind of distribution net connected with it. To others, but possibly to
the very few, it may mean alternative technology it terms of thermal power, wood
fuel, solar power etc, - not to speak of the cultural, social and gender dimen-
sions - where do they fit in to this? - and so on and so on.

One glance at the programme reveals, as of course would be expected, that all
these aspects are being considered during the course of this Seminar.

Although this also has been presented to you in the invitation, I feel it is
appropriate at this stage to remind you of the definition of Rural Electrifi-
cation as suggested by the Organisers, - this must neces.sarily form an important
base for the Seminar presentations and discussions, and for the ensuing results,
for that matter:

"Rural Electrification is to provide rural people with an electricity su ly
approprzate with t eir socza an economic context y means of the most suitable

gy avalla le".

As you have already seen from the invitation, the overriding objectives of this
exercise, which are welcomed an supported by the MDC, are:

to discuss the role of Rural Electrification in relation to Rural Develop-
ment in Developing Countries and relevant conditions to be met to satisfy
the overall development objectives.

to review and discuss the present methodology and approach being used by the
Norwegian expertise in the Third World.

and finally, to discuss the possible future role of Rural Electrification in
Norwegian Development Assistance.

It is also with pleasure I note that the Seminar aims at developing an action
programme to satisfy the above objectives. This should ensure that the presen-
tations and discussions will be action and future orientated and that the results
should be concrete and manageable.

At this stage of my introduction, I feel sure that most of you have noted that it
is being presented in the Queen's English. There are reasons for that, of
course, - the main one being that we are lucky enough to have with us throughout

*) MDC: Ministry of Development Cooperation
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the Seminar, Mr. Gerald Foley of the Panos Institute in London. You have all
received information on Mr. Foley so I shall not go into details. It is with
great pleasure, however 1 wish Mr. Foley welcome to this session. Those of us
who have been dealing with the subject of Rural Electrification all know of
course that Mr. Foley is an international capacity on the subject however, I do
think it is the first time we have the opportunity to work with him in Norway.
You are most welcome, Mr. Foley and I trust the audience to make sure we make the
most of picking your brain while you are with us at the Seminar. I do also
extend my welcome to include an invitation to visit relevant personnel at the
Ministry, should you find that of any interest. I feel sure you will be able to
establish the right contacts and make the appropriate appointments during this
Seminar.

The Ministry is naturally concerned that the Rural Electrification subject is
discussed within the framework of the Ministry's prime objective, namely that of
reaching the poorer part of the population and that also the women's position and
role is considered in this context. Further elaborations on this, for the
Ministry important issues ,will be given in Mr. Storløkken's presentation. With
this in mind it is with special interest I am looking forward to the presenta-
tions of Ms. Vestøl on Motivation and Training of Women and Ms. Klaussen on the
Socio Cultural Dimension - special because as an engineer I do realise that our
breed cannot often enough be reminded of the importance of also including such
non-technical, softer elements, as it were, in the planning process of what we
normally tend to consider a technical project.

Dear friends, before I give the floor to our distinguished guest speaker, Mr.
Foley, I take this opportunity to thank the organiser and host, NVE for this
initiative and to wish you all a successful Seminar, professionally and socially.

Thank you.
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RURAL ELECIRIFICATIONIN A DEVMOPMENT CONTEXT

Presentation at seminar on Rural Electrification and Norwegian
DevelopmentAssistance,Oslo on 14 Miarch1989.

Gerald Fbley, Panos Institute,London.

The longtermrelevanceof ruralelectrificationto rural development
is not in question. Electricityis a passportto themodern world.
Withcutit,the peopleof the ruralareasin thedevelopingworld are
denied access to thatexpansionin the range of opportunitiesfor
humanfulfilmentwhichis themost characteristicfeatureof the late
20thcentury.

The problemsfacingdevelopmentassistanceagencieswhentheycame to
considerrural electrificationhavenothingto do with finding a
fundamentaljustificationfor its pramotion. Theyare to do with
what priority it shouldbe givenat any particularstage in the
developmentof a particulararea. Theyare alsoconcernedwith such
short termissuesas definingthe contextand conditionsunder which
progranmeswill work,makingthe correct technicaldecisions,and
ensuring that the institutionalcapacities, funds and technical
expertiseare availableto sustainthe systemon a lcngtermbasis.

Before turning to a discussionof rural electrificationit is,
however, useful to lookbrieflyat the energycontext within which
programmesare carriedout. Ruralelectrificationis a neans of
providingan energy supply; it can be seenas a response to an
evolvingpatternof ruralenergydemands.

1.0 The overall energy context

The rural areasof the developingworldcontain about 2.5 billien
people, about halfthe humanpopulation. The propertionof these
without electricityvariesgreatlybetween continentsand between
countries. Veryroughly,it is about75% in LatinAmerica, 80% in
Asia and North Africa,and 95% in sub-SaharanAfrica (Menanteau,
1987). The totalnumberof peoplewithoutelectricityis therefore
about2 billionpeople.

But the diversityof the ThirdWcrldshouldneverbe forgotten. It
is, in fact,far greaterthanthatof the industrialworld which is
increasinglyhamegenised. The ThirdWbrld,in camparison,containsa
much broaderrangeof social,econamic,cultural,and environmental
conditions.

Lookedat in purelyeconamicterms,the largestgroupof rural people
consists of thoselivinga lifeof subsistenceor near-subsistence
farming.Theirdwellingsaremade of non-commercialmaterials:poles,
straw andmats. Theyhavetotalfamilyincameswhichare below say
$500 per year. Thismeanstheyhaveto provide themselveswith
everythingtheycannotgrowor collectframtheirsurroundingswith a
totalcashoutlayof justoverone dollarper day.

The econamicrangeextendsupwardsto familieswithdisposableincomes
in the range $1000-1500who are beginningto possess some of the
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comforts and artefacts of modern life. Above these came the larger
cash crop farmers and thebusinesspeople in villages. And then there
are those, such as the white farmers in Africa and the haciendaowners
in LatinAmerica,withvery large incamesindeed;but theseare a tiny
proportionof the total. In Zimbabwe,for example,thewhite farmers
accountforabout4% of thetotalruralpopulation.

1.1 Ener forcookin

The largest energyneedof all these peopleis forcooking, and in
same cases, forheating. Thisis met virtuallyentirelyby wood and
other biomass fuels. Mostof thisis collectedfram people's awn
farmsor nearbycammunallandswithoutany payment. In other words,
thisis non-commercialenergyconsumption.

There is at themoment,a debategoingon aboutthe exact nature of
the "woodfuelcrisis",or indeedwhetherthereis one at all. A lot
of money has beenspenttryingto pramote fuelwoodplantationsof
varicuskindsthroughoutthe developingworldwithverylittleresult.
People do not seemto be interestedin it. Theymay be prepared to
graw treesfortimberor poles;but theyare not willingto do so to
producewoodfuel.

The reasonappearsto be thatwhengoodqualityfuelwecdbecomes hard
to get, people substitutetwigs, bushes, dung and agricultural
residues. Althoughtheseare not suchgoodfuelsas wood, they are
abundantlyavailable. In otherwords,if the local biological
system can produceenoughfoodto feedpeople,it willmore or less
automaticallyalsoproduceenoughfuelto cookit with. Again, this
is non-cammercialfuel.

This has considerableimportancefor ruralelectrificationplanning.
Shortageof fuelwooddoesnot drivepeopletowardselectricityuse;it
generallymakes them substituteother biamass fuels. There is,
therefore,no reason,in energyterms,why ruralpeople should use
electricityfor cooking or heating. If people are to switch to
electricityit willalmostinvariablybe becausetheyhavereached a
level of econamicprosperityat whichtheycan can afford the extra
camfortand convenienceit brings.

1.2 Lightingand mativepower


FCT those at the lowestincamelevelsin the ruralareas, the open
fireis oftenthe onlysourceof light.

Once there is any money availablebeyond that needed for the
absolutelybasicneedsof subsistence,however,lightappearsto have
a very high priorityforruralpeople. Hundreds of millions of
families use kerosenelamps. The poorertendto use simple wick
lamps; the ratherbetteroff use pressure lamps with incandescent
mantles. Gas lamps are alsoused,but not so often. It is also
surprisinghow oftenelectrictorchesare used.

Most of theselightsourcesare veryinefficientin energyterms and
generallypoorvalueformoney. Up to recentlytherehas been little
factual informationon thisbut the gap has beenfilled by a very
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useful World Bankstudyof the camparativeenergy efficienciesand
costsof differentlightingmethods(Plas,1988).

It shows thatpeopleusingcandlesand kerosenewick lamps have to
endureextremelylowlightinglevels. Abeut60 candlesor 18 kerosene
wick lamps are requiredto matchthe outputof a 60 watt tungsten
filamentlightbulb. Thepressurelampswithincandescentmantlesare
much better and provideslightlyoverhalfthe lightof a 60 watt
bulb. But the lightdistributionis mainlyhorizontaland hencethey
do not providethe samedegreeof usefulilluminationon a horizontal
surfaceas a suspendedlightbulb.

In termsof energyefficiencies,the tungstenfilamentlampis about
12 timesmoreefficientthanoil or gas pressurelampewhich,in turn,
are about8 timesmoreefficientthanwick lamps. Thisis basedon a
30%efficiencyof electricitygeneration.

Looking at motivepower,thevastmajorityof ruralpeople rely on
humanor animalnusclepowerforploughing,harvesting,waterpumping,
cropprocessing,and smallscaleartisanalactivities.The quantities
of energy involved are extremelysmall. A full-grownadult male
working an eighthourday is likelyto havea totaloutput of about
0.5 kWh. The outputof a bullockis unlikelyto exceedabout5 kWh.

Same of the moreprosperousfarmersand business people in non-
electrifiedareas of thedevelopingworld use diesel engines to
provide motivepewerforpumpingand a varietyof tasks. This can
be seen,for example,in the largecammercialfarmsin Zambia or in
partsof Indiawherethereis no ruralelectricitysupplyor where it
is so unreliablethatfarmerscannotdependon it.

2.0 Ruralelectrification

The term ruralelectrificationmeansdifferentthings to different
people. When a country is at the beginningof its national
electrificationprogramme,rural electrificationnay simply mean
bringing electricityto largeprovincialtcwns. Much later in its
programme,ruralelectrificationmay cameto meanbringinga supplyto
tinyvillagesand isolatedfarmhouses.

The term rural electrificationmay also have technological
connotations. Formanyutilityengineersit simply means extending
grid supplies into the ruralareasand the provisionof utility
nanaged off-grid generationsystems. For others, it may include
small private diesel or petrol generationsystems, microhydro
installations,and solarlightingsystemswithan outputof a fewtens

Discussionof all of theseis relevantto thisseminar. It was to
ensure they were all included that the definition of rural
electrificationused by the conferenceorganiserswas drawn up. It
saysthatruralelectrificationmeans"Toprovideruralpeoplewithan
electricitysupplywhichis appropriateto theirsocialand econamic
contextby meansof themost suitableavailabletechnology".

It is a slightlytortuousdefinitionbut it is worth thinking about
for a mament or two. It says:"appropriateto their social and



economicconditions". This means that it is not simply a question of
providingan electricitysupply;the socialand econemicconditionsof
the people being suppliedmust enter into the design and planning of
the system. It also says "themost suitable available technolegy".
Rural electrificationis not about technicalexperimentsor pie in the
sky. It is about the use of proven availabletechnology to provide
reliablesupplieSof electricity.

2.1 Rural electrification

There are a number of persistentmyths about rural electrification
which it is worth getting out of the way at this stage. The point is
not purely polemic or academic;it also affeels the way in which
programmesare conceivedand planned.

First myth: rural electrificationCauses rural development.

A mernent'sthoughtshows that rural electrificationby itself cannot
cause development. When developmentis taking place, a variety of new
energy demands emerge people as the local econemy expands and
diversifies. Some of these may requirean electricitysupply but they
are not causedby it.

Electricity consumption, like all energy consumption,is a derived
demand. It is quite unlike the demand for food or video cassettes
which people want for what they are. Nobody wants electricity fcr
itself;they only want it because they v;antsamethingelse which needs
it. Thus, electricity consumptionmay be associated with rural
develppment,but it does not bring it about.

Second myth: rural electrification increases agricultural
production.

The vast majority of rural electrification programmes have little or
no direct effect on agriculturalproduction. Depending on pricing
policies, electricity may, however,provide farmerswith a cheaper
alternativeto diesel for pumpingand some other uses.

The main stimulus to increasedagricultural output tends to be
improved agriculturalproductpricesand viidermarket oppertunities.
The availability of electricitysuppliescan improvethe ability of
farmersto benefit from such opportunities.

Third myth: electricityslomNsdown the rate of migrationfrom the
rural areas to the towns.

There is no evidence that it does any such thing. In general, rural
develppment brings about a reductionof the rural population in
relative and absoluteterms. This has been the universal experience
of the industrialworld over the past two hundred years and it has
been repeated in the newly industrialisingcountriesin the period
since the SecondWorld War.

In so far as rural electrification is associatedwith the process of
rural develepment,it can thereforebe expectedto lead to a reduction
in the rural population.



* Fourthmyth: rural electrificationeases the pressureon fuelweed
resourcesand helps protect the environment.

Again, there is no evidencethat this is the case to any significant
extent. Mbst fuelwoodis used for cookingand is collected without
payment. Electricityis completelyout of the question as a cooking
fuel for the vast Najorityof rural people presently relying on
fuelweed.

* Fifth myth: rural electrificationcausesa reductionin the rural
birth rate.

This is normallymentionedas a kind of joke; but some people appear
to believe it. It is not the availabilityof light which prevents
people producing children; if it were, procreation would stop
cempletelyin Scandinaviain the summermonths. The most that can be
said is that the use of electricityin the rural areas is part of a
general process of economicdevelopment, improved educatien, and
increased access to birth controlmeasures and nay therefore be
associatedwith a decline in birth rates.

2.2 The role of rural electrificationin develo

Nbne of this is to suggestthat rural electrificationis irrelevantto
development. In fact it is essential.

Development,in broad terms,Neans a progressiveincreasein access to
the benefitsof science and technology. It neans better health care,
improved quantity, quality, variety and reliability in foed
production. It means increasedand diversifiedleisureopportunities;
improvedinformationand communicationservices;and access to new and
more effectivemetheds of producinggoods and services.

Increasingly, all these depend upon electricity. The society which
does not have electricityis extremelyrestrictedin its development
opportunities. With the increasing electrification of medern
society, the developmentalthresholdat which at electricity supply
becomes a conditionof furtherprogressis, arguably,beceming lower
all the time.

Moreover, when development takes place, the availability of
electricity profoundlyaffects the form it takes. The household or
the village which is able to investa proportionof its disposable
income in goods and serviceswhich use electricityis very different
from that where there is no electricityuse. Nor is there much doubt
that the majority of people prefer to have development with
electricityrather than developmentwithout it.

The availability of electricitycan also provide a considerable
stimulusto development. It opens the possibilityof providingpeople
with a wide variety of goods and serviceswhich would not otherwisebe
available. In other words it contributes to the expansion and
diversificationof the rural economy.

But simplyprovidingan electricitysupplymay achieve nothing at all.
The most notoriousexample of this comes from Orissa in India where
one study found that only ten cut of 64 villages which had been
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electrifiedbetween 1978and 1981hadany connectionsat all. In
thoseten villages,the totalnumberof connectionswas 52 and halfof
thesewere in onevillage(Smithet al, 1983).

In short, the availabilityof electricityis a necessarybut not
sufficientconditionforruraldevelopmentto occurbeyonda certain
level. Providinga supplywillnotin itselfcause developmentto
occur;but withholdingit canpreventdevelopmenttakingplace.

Planners cannot thereforeassume that implementing a rural
electrificationprogrammewillnecessarilyhaveany beneficialeffect.
They have to establishthatthe other conditionsnecessary for
developmentare thereor canbe providedat the sametimeas the rural
electrificationprogramme. Putanotherway, rural electrification
mustbe an investmentpriorityat the locallevel.

2.3 The roblemof oosts

Granted thata rolecanbe identifiedfor ruralelectrification,the
next problem which must be faced is that of costs. Rural
electrificationis, in fact,extremelyexpensive. If consumedsare
chargedthe fullcosts,therewillbe veryfewprogrammes.

The vastmajorityof ruralelectrificationprogrammeslose meney in
the sensethattheydo not covertheircapitalcostswithinthe first
ten yearsof operation.Nanycannotevencovertheir running costs
within the first fiveyears. If rural electrificationis to be
carriedout,it willrequirea subsidy.

This meansthatprogrammesare in competitionwithother calls upen
the availablefinancialresourcesof govenmentsand donor agencies.
There is no easy answerto this. The priority given to rural
electrification,and the fundsallocatedto it haveto be decidded in
the light of the generaleconomicposition of the country. The
position will also tend to change, with rural electrification
acquiringa higherpriorityas developmentproceeds.

2.4 Conditionsfor successfulruralelectrificationr rammes

In thebroadestterms,a successfulruralelectrificationprogrammeis
one which resultsin a widespreaduse of electricity;there is no
point in providinga supplyif peeple cannot or will not take
advantageof it. Mereover,successfulschemeswillnot placean undue
financialburdenon the supplyandwill,for example,be ableto meet
mostof theirrunningcostswithinsay fiveyears.

Given sucha definitionof success,certainpreconditionsfor it are
relativelyobvious. The areato be electrifiedmust already have
reachedthe levelof econamicdevelopmentat whichfamilyincames are
high enough forpeopleto affordthe connectionfees, house wiring
expenses and regularbills.

If farmers are to investin electricalequipmentthey must believe
that there is a market forthe extra goods or services which
electricitywill enable them to provide. The same is true of
entrepreneursand businesspeople.



When the cammunityis expectedto pay for street lighting,pumped
water,communaltelevisionor otherfacilities,theremustbe a local
consensusthatthesehavea priority.Thisnormallypresupposesthat
a certainlevelof morebasicinfrastructurealreadyexists.

The WorldBankhas suggestedthatthe followingindicatorsas a guide
to areaswhichare suitableforruralelectrificationprogrammes:

"* the qualityof infrastructure,particularlyof reads, is
reasonablygood;

there is evidenceof growthof output from agriculture;
thereis evidenceof a grewingnumberof productiveuses
in farmsand agro-industries;

there are a numberof large villages,not too widely
scattered;

incomeand livingstandardsare improving;

thereare plansfordevelepingtheregion;

the regionis reasonablycloseto themaingrid (if the
demand is particularlystrong,remete regions may be
consideredtoo)" (WerldBank,1975).

The exactweightto be givento thevariousfactorsin the abeve list
will depend upon lecalphysical,econamic,and social conditions.
Neverthelessin any particularcountry,sucha set of criteriacan be
drawn up and usedin the selectionof themostpramisingareas for
ruralelectrification.

Where these conditions apply programmes will normally succeed.
Investmentswhich depend on electricitybeing availablewillbe made;
new productiveenterprisesrelyingon electricitywill be launched;
therewillbe widespreaduse of electricityamongdamestic consumers;
and the generalpatternof developmentwillbe shapedand influenced
by electricityuse. Mbreever,the financiallosses will not be
excessive;sameprogrammeswillevenmakea profit.

2.5 Areasof needbut no demand

The applicationof suchcriteriawill, however,mean that rural
electrificationis confinedto themoreeconomicallyprosperousareas
with immediatedevelopmentpotential.Thisexcludesa highproportion
of the ruralpopulationin a largenumberof developingcountries.

Moreever,the factthatthe economicconditionsfor successful rural
electrificationprogrammesdo not exist does not mean that there is no
pressure to provide it. Neither does the absence of an econamic
demand for electricitymean there is no need for it.

The basic problem facing a large number of developingcountriesis the
econouic deteriorationof their rural areas. For many rural people
there is literallyno alternativeto the slums and shanty towns of the
major cities if they are to survive.
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Thesecitiesare often castigatedas beingparasitesupon their rural
hinterlands.In fact,theyrepresentan econamic opportunity not only
for those migrating to them but for those who remain in the
rural areas. The urbanpopulationhasto be fed, supplied with
timber,poles,firewood,leather,mats,baskets,carpets,fabrics and
a myriadof otherproducts.Thesecan allbe suppliedby producersin
the ruralareasof theirown countries.

One of themosttellingindicatorsof thedecliningeconomic position
of the ruralareasin sameof the poorestcountriesis the way in
whichtheyare losingtheseurbanrrarkets.In WestAfrica,meat from
Argentinais displacingthatformerlysuppliedby the pastoralist
herdsmenof the Sahel. WheatfromtheUnitedStates,riceframIndia,
dairyproductsfromthe EuropeanCommunityincreasinglyflowinto the
citiesof someof the poorestcountriesof theworld.

There has beena majorfocuson the burdenof fuel imports in the
balanceof paymentsof manyThirdWorldcountries.Thishas diverted
attentionfram the factthatthese, almost entirely agricultural
countries,are failingto produceenoughfoodto feedthemselves. In
1985, foodimportsto Ethiopiaand Senegalweretwicethoseof fuel.
Bangladesh,Burkina Faso,Niger,Benin,Samalia,all spent more on
food importsthanfuelin the sameyear; Bangladesh'sfood imports
amountedto 60%of its exportearnings(WbrldBank,1987).

Incresingly the smallfarmersof thedevelopingworldare unable to
producethe typesof foodstuffs,in thenecessaryquantities,and at a
price and standardof qualitywhichenablethemto campete in the
urban marketsof theirown countries.Thesameis trueof a variety
of othergoodswhichcouldbe producedat a villagelevel;theycannot
find a placein competitionwithcheapmass-producedimports. The
resultis thatthe ruralareasare increasingly being marginalisedand
isolatedfromthe utbaneconomy;and theyhavenowhere elseto turn.

If rural producersare to havea chanceof competingin the urban
markets of theirown countries, major changes in production systems
will be required.Farmerswillhaveto lookto new products,higher
qualitystandardsand greatly increasedoutput. Therewillbe a need
for irrigation, processing, freezing, packaging and other
developments. Improved techniquesforhandicraftsand small scale
manufacturingwillhaveto be introducedanddisseminated.

Noneof thisessentialrestructuringof theruraleconomywill happen
if ruraldevelopmentefforts focus primarilyon subsistenceproduction
and basic needs. The optionof standingstillin the ruralareas is
no longeravailable;eitherthe ruraleconamydiversifiesand becames
more productiveor it will continue to slide into increasing
destitutionand econamicirrelevance.

Ruralelectrificationon its own is certainlynot goingto bringabout
the kindof ruralrevolutionrequired.Neither,on the otherhand,is
it going to happenwithoutelectricity. No other form of energy
supply can match itsversatility,flexibilityand efficiencyin

wide rangeof energyneedswhichemerge as the rural
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2.6 The ruralelectrificationdilemma

Throughoutthe developingworld, the number of rural families
obtainingan electricitysupplyeachyearis rarelymore than1-2% of
those still unconnected.Between1971and 1987,the proportionof
ruralpeoplewitha supplyin LatinAmericaandAsia increasedby only
4%; in sub-Saharan Africa it did not change. In the poorercountries,
the rateof new connectionsis lowerthanthatof populationgrowth;
the possibilityof obtaininga supplyis recedingforthemajority of
theirrural families.

At a socialand political level, this is quite unacceptable.Rural
people know about electricityand increasinglytheywant it. The
pressurebeingplaceduponpoliticiansand supplyutilitiesto stepup
theirrural electrificationprogrammesis intense.

Nationalpoliticalleaderscannottella delegationframone of the
prcvincialareasthattheywillnot be ableto providethem with an
electricitysupplyfor thenexthalfcentury. Theymustto be ableto
offer a greaterdegreeof hopeif ruralpeopleare not to feel even
morenarginalisedthantheydo at present.

But neunting political•and social pressuresdo not alter the
underlyingeconomicsof programmesor make it any easierforutilities
to acceleratethe paceof ruralelectrification.Theneed may be
greatbut theconditionsforsuccessfulprogrammessimplydo not exist
in the majorityof areas. Nor are the resourcesavailablewhich
would enablegovernmentsto relaxthe normallyappliedfinancialand
econamiccriteriaand provideprogrammeswithincreasedsubsidies.

The dilemma facing governments,electricityutilitiesand rural
electrificationplannersis thusan acuteone. It is to finda way of
affordinga necessitywhichlogicalanalysisclearly shows to be
unaffordable.

3.0 Improvingthe conventionalapproach

There is no magic solutionto this dilemma. There is no new
technologywhichprovides"theanswer". Theway forwardis partlyby
improvingtheeffectivenessof the existingapproachto thedesignand
implementationof ruralelectrificationprogrammes,thus permitting
the availableresourcesto go further. It will also invoIve the
developmentof innovativeapproacheswhichwil1be ableto supplement
the conventionalapproach.

But thereis no doubtthatthe conventionalgrid-extensionapproach
will continueto playthe centralrolein rural electrificationfor
the foreseeablefuture. It has provenitselfhistoricallyand has
selfevidenttechnicaland operationaladvantages.

There is,however,considerableroamfor improvingthe effectiveness
of this approach. If the paceof ruralelectrificationis to be
increasedand the limitedresourcesavailableare to be used to the
best effect, it is vitallyimportantthat there is a continued
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questioningof methodsand a searchforbetterways of implementing
programmes.

The followingare a some of the main areas where there are
opportunitiesforimprovingthe effectivenessof programmedesign and
implementation.

3.1 Needforautcncmousruralelectrificationa encies

Rural electrificationis difficultto reconcilewith the primary
concernsand prioritiesof mostutilities.It is highin its demands
on staff and resourcesand lowin its financialreturns In many
cases, the efforts and resourcesrequiredto bring a loss naking
supply to a fewhundredruralconsumersif appliedin an urban area
would produceseveralmegawattsof profitableconnections. It is
smallwonderthatruralelectrificationaImostinevitablyhas to take
second paace to the moreurgent needs of urban and industrial
consumerswhenthereis competitionfor resources-withinthe supply
utility.

These conflictscan only be resolved by ensuring that rural
electrificationis madethe responsibilityof a separate implementing
agency. The exactinstitutionalstructurecanvary. It may be a
divisionwithinthenationalsupplyutility;an externalbodywhichis
linkedto it in samestatutoryway;or a campletelyautonamousagency.
Thereis a varietyof successfulworkingmodelsto choosefram. at
theyallhavein cammonis a highdegreeof autonamyand control over
theirbudget,manpower,andmaterials.

There is no conflictof interestwithinsuchan autonamousagency;
ruralelectrificationis itsonlyareaof concern. Thisalso ensures
that thereis a cleardivisionof financialresponsibilitiesbetween
it and theutility. Electricityutilitiesshouldbe ableto nake a
profit on theiroveralloperations; rural electrificationnormal).y
needsto be subsidised.It is thereforeimportantto separatethe two
areas of activity so thatbothcan be set their own financial
performancetargets.

The existence of a separateimplementingagencyalsomakesit easier
for donor agencies to supportrural electrification.Many donor
agencieshave funds which are specificallyallocatedto rural
developmentprogrammes. Such fundscannot normally be given to
national electricityutilities,or evenchannelledthrough them. A
clearlyidentifiedruralelectrificationagencywouldoftenbe ableto
attractsuchfunds.

3.2 Savins in the desi and • lementationof r rammes

It is widelyacceptedthatmajorsavingscanbe made in a largenumber
of ruralelectrificationprogrammesby attentionto the standardsand
design methedspresentlyin use. Frequentlythe individualsavings
are relativelysmall but a numberof studies have suggestedthat
collectivelytheycanbe in the range30-37%.

One particularareaof potentiallylargesavingsis that of design
standards. Therecanbe no suggestionof loweringsafety standards.
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But equally there is no point in designingsystemswhichwillonlybe
supplyingsmalldomesticapplianceloadsas thoughtheyhad to meet
the cooking, central heating or air conditioning demands of urban
Europe or America.

Other areas of over-designwhicha varietyof studies have noted
include the use of steelor concretepoles where wood would be
perfectly adequate;attemptsto maintain+5%voltagelimitswhich are
not justifiedby the end uses,or evenPOSsiblegiventhe quality of
the generating system; the use of 3-phase supplieswheresingle phase
is adequate;and themeteringof supplieswhich could be provided
undera much simplerand cheaperloadlimitedsystem.

3.3 rovedliaisonwithotherruraldevelo t a encies

-The statedaim of most ruralelectrificationprogrammesis to promote
rural development. In the majority of cases, however, rural
-electrificationprogrammesare approachedand planned on a purely
technical and economicbasis. Thereis little, if any, detailed
collaborationor liaisonwithotheragencies concernedwith rural
develepment.

'Oftenthis meansthatwhenruraldevelopmentprogrammesare being
pdanned, ruralelectrificationis onlyconsideredas an afterthought;
and oftenit is net censideredat all. If therewerebetter liaison
with theruralelectrificationagency,ruraldevelopmentorganisations
wouldbe encouragedto considerthe relevanceof ruralelectrification
at an earlystagein planningtheirownprogrammes. Thiswould lead
to more ruralelectrificationprogrammesbeingdirected into areas
where other complementm-yinvestmentswere being made and would
increasetheirchancesof havinga significantdevelopmentalimpact.

Improvedcoordinationwithotherruraldevelopmenteffortscould also
be helpfulin increasingthe flowof financialresourcesinto rural
electrification.Donor agencies presentedwith a comprehenSive
(developmentprogramme,includinga rural electrificationcamponent,
mightwellbe preparedto provideit withsupportwhichtheywouldnot
be preparedto giveto a ruralelectrificationproposalon itsown.

The degree of coordinationto achieve such objectiveswould not
require elaborateinstitutionalarrangements;and any attempt to
establishthem wouldaImostcertainlybe counter-productive.The
last thing wanted is unwieldy high-levelcammitteesof senior
governmentofficialstryingto protecttheirdepartmentalinterests.
'Theneedis to ensurethat-otheragenciesare informedof the plansof
the rural electrificationagencyand thatit, in turn,is aware of

,otherdevelopmentprogrammesin itsareasof activity.

'Theoverallobjectiveshouldbe to ensurethatthe potentialrelevance
of rural electrificationautomaticallyappearson the agenda when
national and internationaldevelopmentagenciesare discussingtheir
ruralinvestmentprogrammes. The ruralelectrificationagencyshould
aim to be seenas a resourceuponwhichotherorganisationscan call
for informationon whereelectricitymightbe relevant,how it might
be suppliedand howmuch it wouldcost. Wheredetailedcoordination
of ruralelectrificationwithotherdevelopmentprogrammesis required
thiscanbe carriedouton a caseby basis.
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3.4 Activel sellin ruralelectrification

There is no pointin carryingout rural electrificationprogrammes
which do not result in a substantialand growing demand for
electricity.If electricityis to be an agentof change,it has to be
used.

Thereis,however,a tendencyamongmanyelectricitysupply utilities
to concentratealmost exclusivelyupon the analysis,design and
constructionof ruralelectrificationschemes. An electricitysupply
is providedas thoughit weresimplya basicinfrastructuralservice
like water or sewerage,and thereis little, if any, attempt to
pramote its use. Sameutilitiesactas thoughtheirtask has been
accamplishedoncethe supplylineshavereachedthe villageand there
is no attemptto sellthe serviceto as manyconsumersas possible.

In fact, the utilitycando a greatåealto boost the demand for
its product. Largenumbersof peoplehaveonlya vagueideaof what
electricitycan do forthem. They knowit can provide light and
providepowerfora radioor televisionbutmay have little awareness
of itsotheruses.

NJanypeoplealsobelievethatelectricityis extremelyexpensiveand
are afraid to use it oncetheyhavea supply. The fact is that
electricitycan be extremelygoodvalueformoneyin manyuses. The
relativelyhighcostper unitof energyis offsetto a considerable
extentby its efficiencyin use.

The passiveattitudeof manyruralelectrificationagencies towards
their potentialmarketsthereforeneedsto giveway to a vigorcus
policy of pramotingelectricityuse. Informationcampaignscan be
supportedby demonstrationsof the use of electricalequipment;a
portablegeneratorcanbe usedto showthebenefitsof electricityin
areas wherethereis not yet a supply. Appliancescan be sold at a
discountor easycredittermsto encouragetheirwideruse.

4.0 Utilityoperatedoff-gridsystems

Theprincipalalternativeto gridextensionfor rural electrification
at present is the use of utility-operateddiesel generators. They
play an extremelyimportantpartin extendingthe geographicalrange
of electricitysuppliesandwillundoubtedlycontinueto do so in the
future.

Typically,thesesystemsare installedin provincialtowns or other
relativelylarge demand centres.Theyemploya number of diesel
generatingunits which allowsflexibilityin load followingand
provides stand-by plant for use in emergenciesor during routine
maintenance.
With loaddevelopment,theseisolatedgeneratorsmay becamepartof a
local grid system in whichelectricitysupply lines are extended
outwardsfram the townto supply nearby villages or households.
EVentually,themajorityof theseisolatedplantsare connectedinto
the main national systemas it graduallyextends throughoutthe
country.
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Big is beautifulis the general rule in virtuallyall utility-managed
isolated generating systems. The reason is cost. A11 plant
requires skilled operationand maintenance,with staff in permanent
attendanceduring operatinghours. With diesel there is also a major
incrAasein energy efficiencywith size.

The result is that there are considerableeconomiesof scale. The
overallgenerationcost per kWh from a 1 Wplant may be half or less
thatof a 100kW plant. Oncethe installedcapacitydropsbelow,say,
100kW, the costsbecemeextremelyhighandmay wellbe $1.00/kWh or
more. But evenwiththe largerunits,thecostsare generallyvery
muchhigherthanthosein the gridsystem.

Closeexaminationof individualsystemsis likelyto shawa varietyof
ways in which their technicaland financialperformancecan be
improved. But in all cases,the smallerthe loadthemore difficult
it is to provideelectricityat an acceptableor affordablecost.

4.1 Smallh dro s stems

Smallhydroplantmay be usedto substitutefordieselwhere suitable
water resourcesare available. Thetechnologyis well preven and
under appropriateconditionscan providean econamicallycampetitive
alternativeto diesel.

Hydro may also be usedin conjunctionwith diesel. It may, for
example, be pessibleto usehydroto providebase loadsupplies with
dieselbeingemployedforpeakor dry seasonloads.

It is,however,importantthattheexistenceof waterresourcesin an
area doesnot becamethe primaryreasonwhy an electricitysupply is
previded.Stillless,shouldthe sizeandqualityof these resources
be the factorwhichdeterminesthe typeof supplywhichis provided.

Electricityis not suppliedfor itsawn sake. The supply system needs
to be designed so thatit is matchedto the socialand econamic r'ole
whichelectricitycanplayin thecammunity. It is thiswhichhas to
be determinedin advance. Onlythen,canthedecisionbe made as to
whetherthe availablehydroresourcescanbe usedeffectively.

5.0 Carmunity or privately managed off - grid systems

When it cames to providingelectricityfor the myriads of small
villages in which the majorityof the rural populationof the
developingworldlive, utilitymanaged off-gridsystemsare more or
less irrelevant. These villageshave electricity demands in the range
10-100 Ew. Only a tiny proportionof these can be provided with a
utility-operatedsupply.

Senegal is just one example. It has a total of 13 000 villages.
Under the rural electrificationMaster Plan which began in 1985,
approximately 100 of these, about 0.75% of the total, are likely to
obtain a supply by the year 2005.

If evena smallproportionof the smallisolatedvillagesof the Third
World are to be providedwith an electricity supply within the next
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half century,it willhaveto be by meansof communityor privately
managed off-grid systems. Moreover, communitieswillalso have to .
make a contribution from their own resourcesto the capital cost of
thesesystems.Thisis theonlyavailablemethodwhichoffershopeof
mobilisingnew funds for rural electrificationand reducingoperating
and maintenancecoststo acceptablelevels.

There are otheradvantagesto thisapproach. Becauseit depends on
peeple making the choiceto cammittheir own resourcesto rural
electrification,it ensuresthatprogrammeswill tend to focus on
areas where local peeple themselvesfeel that electricityis a
priority and likely to used.

It also helps defuse the political pressures for rural
electrification.Communitieswho feelthattheywanta supplydo not
have to wait passivelyfor someindefinitefuture date when the
utility can fitthemintoitsprogramme. Theycan investtheir own
resourcesif obtainingan electricitysupplyhas a sufficientlyhigh
priorityforthem.

5.1 Primarilya mana ement roblem

141enelectricitysupply systems for remote villages are being
considered,thereis a cammontendencyto thinkprimarilyof the type
of technologywhich should be used. In fact, the choice of
technologyis relativelyunimportant.

There is a variety of fully developedsmall-scalemethods of
generatingelectricity. The keyquestionsare concernedwith the
delivery,operation,maintenanceand repairof the systems used.
These are primarilymanagementissues. Theyare rarely given the
attentiontheirimportancewarrants

The first requirementis a national focal organisation which
coordinateand implementa programmewhichhas the technicalafrl
managerialcapacity to developanddeliver the necessarysystems.
Single projects,howeversuccessful,are irrelevantin the overall
context unlessthereis a naticnalorganisationwhichreplicatethem
on a substantialscale.

There mustbe a meansby whichvillagecammunitiescanbe made aware
that there is a possibilityof obtaininga locally managed supply.
This requiresthe productionanddistributionof piblicitynaterial
and the creation of a meansof followingup requests for further
information.

Local cammunitiesneedto be providedwiththe necessaryinformation
for making rational choices between the various supply opticns
availableto themcannotbe over-emphasised.Theyneedto be told
honestlyand in an unbiased mannerabouteachof the optionsand how
they compare with eachother. Howmuchwillit costto havea small
diesel or petrol generator,a micro hydro, a solar photovoltaic
system? Whatkindof servicedoeseachof thesedeliver? What are
the limitationson the applianceswhichcanbe used? How much does
fuelcost? Howmuchdoes it costto havethe systemrepairedwhen it
breaksdownand how lengis it likelyto take? How difficultis it to
manageandmaintainthe system?



The availabilityof thiskindof informationis takenfor granted by
peeplepurchasingcarsand consumerdurablesin the industrialworld.
It is surprisinghow oftenit is not availableto ruralpeoplein the
developingworldwhentheyare beingurgedto adoptparticularenergy
technologies.

The proceduresby whichvillagesapplyforand obtaina supply once
they have madea decisionto obtaina supply must be established.
Standardcontractsbetweenthe ruralelectrificationagency and the
villages concernedhaveto be drawnup. The proceduresformaking a
cashdeposit,havingthe installationcheckedand approved,andmaking
finalpaymentsneedto established.

Installationcrewsmustbe assembledandtrained. Constructionand
operationmanuals have to be prepared. Packagingand transport
arrangementshaveto be made. Methodsof trainingcommunitymembers
in theoperationof systemsneedto be developed.

Village communitiesmay alsoneedto be providedwith guidance and
helpin themanagementof systems. Thisis particularlythe casewith
financialmatters. Månyare unableto buildup adequatereserves to
dealwithrepairand replacementbills.

Even the bestequipmentbreaksdown. If cammunitiesare going to
operatesupplysystemson a longtermbasis,theyhaveto be provided
with a servicewhichwillregularlyinspectinstallationsand carry
out repairs when necessary. These serviceshave to be easily
accessibleto localcemmunitiesin caseof emergenciesand must be
abIe to carryout repairswithina reasonableperiod of time.

If electricitysupply systemsare liableto lie idle for menths
waiting for repairs, the cammunitydarenot allow itself to be
dependentuponthemforany importantfunctions. Providingvillages
with generationsystems withoutan adequaterepair service is an
infallibleway of ensuringthatwhateverelectricityis produced will
be of marginaldevelopmentalimportance.

Repair and maintenanceare ultimatelylikelyto be the principal
factors whichdecidewhetheroff-gridgenerationsystems succeed or
fail.

5.2 Choosi and testin su 1 o tions

The technicaloptionsavailableforproducingelectricityat a local
level include dieseland petrolgenerators,mdcroand mini hydro,
solar photovoltaics,and perhapsotherson certain occasions. In
each case,thetechnologyitselfis wellknown. The taskis to put
such technologiesat the diposal of localcammunitiesso that they
can obtaina safe,reliable,and affordableelectricitysupply.

In each country, therefore,a range of practical small scale
generatingsystemsneedsto be developedfromwhichlocal communities
can choose that whichis bestsuitedto their needs and economic
means. Thiswillgo beyondsimplyselectingthe typeof device which
will be usedforproducingthe electricity.It willhaveto include
the completesystemCT technicalpackagerequiredto providethe local
carmunitywitha workingelectricitysupply.
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The cheapestand simplestpackagemightonlybe ableto meet a demand
for lightingand somesmallpoweruses. %tiherethereis a potential
forirrigationand otherproductiveuses,a systemwitha considerably
largeroutputwouldbe needed. The rangeof outputswoulddependupon
thepossibleapplicationsin eachcountry. In Fiji,forexample, the
generatorsizesinstalledunderthevillageelectrificationprogramme
rangefrom3.5kW up to 90 kW.

In developingsuchsystems,thepracticalrealityof villageoperation
mustto be borneinmind. Theneedfor simplicityand reliabilityis
paramountif systemsare to be operatedandmaintainedby ruralpeople
with littletechnicaltrainingand experience.Systems should also
have an adequatedegreeof flexibilityto enablethemto be expanded
relativelyeasily to accommodatethe growthin demand which will
almostcertainlyoccurif projectsare successful.

Each technicalpackageneedsto be fUllycomprehensive.It should
provide all thatis neededforhousingand installingthe generator,
setting up the localdistributionsystem,wiring the houses, and
providingthe localpeople withthe lightsand otherappliancesthey
are likelyto use. Technicalmanualsfor installationand trainingof
local peoplein operationandmaintenanceproceduresalsoneedto be
prepared. Unless the wholepackageis provideddown to the last
screws and fixingstherewill installationmistakes,amissions,and
inprovisations at a locallevel,and systemswillnotwork.

Field trialsof eachpackage, carried out in closeconsultationwith
the local cammunityin selectedvillagesare essential. These will
permit installationproblemsto be identifiedanddealt with; they
willprovideinformationon theperformance,safetyand reliabilityof
systems; and they will be an opportunity for the development of
manuals on the operation and maintenance of installations.

Suchtestingis slow,difficultand oftendiscouraging;littlecan be
firmly established without at least a year'sworkingexperienceunder
actual fieldconditions.But if it is emittedor skimped,there
little hope of developing practical and reliablesystems.Unless all
the likelyproblemsare identifiedand solved before programmesare
launched, installationswill fail under werking conditions as
experiencehas so frequentlyshownin thepast.

The questionof costsmust also be dealtwithrealisticallyfram the
beginning.Thereis no pointin testinganddevelopingsystems which
are too costlyfor theirwidespreaddisseminationto be practicable.
Neither should communities be provided with free supplies of
electricityas thiswillnot happenin practice. Same compensation
forthe factthatthevillageis beingusedas a testinggroundshould
be allowed;but the understandingshouldbe thatthe communitywill
pay for the supply and thatit willbe maintainedin use after the
trialperiodis over.

The developmentof a rangeof practicalworking electricitysupply
systems foruse in isolatedvillagesis thusa substantialand time-
consumingtask. It requiresan organisationwith technicaland
managerialexpertiseand an abilityto enter into an effective
dialoguewithvillagecommunities. Althoughit may not be able to
fulfilthe fullof tasksrequired,the key roleis likelyto be played
bv theruralelectrificationagency. It should,however,be prepared
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to enter into coalitions and collaborativeworkingarrangementswith
NG0s, the privatesector,and any other organisations whose help it
can use in meeting its goals.

6.0 Programmefunding and mobilisationof cammunityresources

The majorityof community-basedruralelectrificationschemesare no
more likely to be ableto pay forthemselvesthan grid extensions.
Thismeanstheywill haveto be subsidised.

The level of this subsidy, like that for conventional rural
electrificationprogrammes,willbe a matterforgovernmentdecision
in eachcountry. It willdependon theavailabilityof fundsand the
degree of nationalprioritywhichis givento rural electrification.
It might,forexample,be baseduponthe levelof subsidyenjoyed by
consumersprovidedwith a supply in grid-basedrural electrification
programmes.

Thereshouldbe no question of making donationsof electricity supply
systems to local cemmunities. EXperiencehas shown that giving free
gifts of generating equipmentleads to a high rate of damage and
neglect. Electricitysuppliesshould only be providedto cammunities
which are interestedenough to make a significantcash eontributionto
their cost. Thisis the casewhen suppliesare provided fran the grid
and it should also apply in the case of off-gridoptions.

Unless there is a reasonable level of contribution,there is no means
of knowing whether obtaining an electricity supply has a high
priority for the cemmunity. If it has and peopleare making a cash
payment fer their supply, there is a reasonable chance they will
exercise their ingenuityand ensure that the electricityis used to
the maximum effect to improvetheir living standards and econamic
cenditions.

There are numerous precedentsfor this kind of self-help in bther
areas of rural develepment. One of the solar photovoltaic pump
programmesin Mali, for example, relies on the same principle. Pumps
are only installed in villages which are prepared to make a
substantialcontributionto their oost.

Many villagesalso make contributionsfcr other facilitiesthey wish
to obtain and may establisha fund for buildinga school,a church or
mosque, obtaininga water supply,or constructinga road. A similar
fund could be created for rural electrification. Village people
working in the cities and abroad would probably be willing to
subscribeit and they could also help by providingtheir familieswith
electrical appliancesand equipment. Such gifts are cammonly given
and have the additionaleffect of making electrification a more
attractive investment for the village. Part of the village
contribution to the cost of a supply canalsobe made in kind by
providinglabourand locallyavailablematerialsforthe construction
work.

In community-managedschemes,thevillage,in additionto making a
contributionto the capitalcostsof the supplywillalsobe obliged
to managethe systemand pay forthe necessaryfuel,lubricatingoil,
distilledwaterand any otheroperatingrequirements.Arrangements
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will also haveto be made formeetingat leasta proportionof the
costsof repairandmaintenancefromvillagefunds.

Mobilisationof communityfinancesand labour in this way can
acceleratethe pace, widenthe scope,and increasethe effectiveness
of rural electrificationprogrammesin many areas. It not only
increasesthe flowof resourcesintoprogrammes;it also improves
theirtargetingsincevillageswhichare-preparedto put such efforts
into obtaininga supplyare likelyto be those where people feel
confidentthey will benefitandwherethedemandwill tend to be
relativelyhigh.

7.0 Keeping renewables in perspective

Over thepastten to fifteenyearsa majoremphasishas been placed
upon renewableenergytechnologies. Theyhavefrequentlybeenseen
as havinga speciallyrelevantroleto playin thedevelopingworld.
This,forexample,was one of themajorthemesof theUN Conferenceon
New and RenewableSourcesof Energyheldin Nairobi in 1981. The
result has beena certainamountof ratherblinkeredthinking about
renewables which has, at times,causedthemto be chosenfor projects
for which they were clearly inappropriateand considerablymore
expensivethanconventionaloptions.

There is, in fact,no justificationforany special treatmentof
renewableenergy technologiesin rural electrificationprogrammes.
They provide a meansof supplyingelectricitywhich needs to be
evaluatedstrictlyon itstechnicaland economicmerits and overall
capacity to perform satisfactorilyin the programmein question.
Where a renewabletechnologycan demonstratethatit is the best
availableoption,it should,naturally,be chosen;but it should not
be givenpreferentialtreatmentin the analysis.

It is sometimesarguedthatwithoutextensivepracticalexperienceand
a reasonablemarketformanufacturers,renewabletechnologieswifi
never becemetechnicallyand commerciallyviable. Thisis true. It
doesnotnecessarilymean thatthevillagesof theThirdWOrld should
be usedas a test-bedfor the developmentof technologieswhich will
primarilybenefitmanufacturersin the industrialworld. There may,
indeed,be caseswheresuchprojectscanusefullytakeplacewith the
informedconsentof all concerned;but it is importantthatthiskind
of cammercialproduct-developmentshouldnotbe disguisedas aid
or takeitsplace.

7.1 The questionof petroleumfuelsu lies

One of the reasonsforthe interestin renewableenergysourcesis the
burden of oil importson the balanceof paymentsin manyThird 4,brld
countries.Thiswas particularlyacuteafterthe 1979petroleumprice
rises. In recent years,oil priceshave fallen drastically;the
autumn 1988priceof $12 per barrelbroughtthe pricein real terns
back to its pre-1973level. Cil imports,nevertheless,remain a
source of worryformånydevelopingcountries,particularlythose in
whicha fallin the valueof theircurrencieshas reducedthebenefit
of lowercilprices.



The quantitiesof oil requiredto meetoff-gridrural electrification
demands are sucha tinyproportionof the totalnational consumption
in mestdevelopingcountries,however,thatit makes no significant
differencewhethertheyare suppliedby oilproductsor renewables.A
comparisonwiththe transportsector,whichtypicallyaccountsfor 60-
70% of thetotalpetroleumusedin a developingcountry,shows this
clearlyand putsthe problemin perspective.

In themajorityof cases,the initialelectricitydemandof a smallor
mediumsizevillagecan be suppliedwith a generatorof notmore than
50 kW output;thisis roughlyequivalentto the engine of a small
Japaneseor Europeancar. The needsof a largevillageor provincial
administrationcentre can usually be met wdtha 100-200 kW diesel
generator. Thisis roughlyequivalentto puttinganother commercial
vehicleon the road.

Such comparisonsshowthatthe petroleumfuelrequiredfor a large
scale programmeof off-gridvillageelectrificationis negligiblein
comparisonwiththeamountsrequiredfortransportin themajority of
developingcountries. In Kenya,for example,the total number of
metor carsin the countryin 1985was 126000;the growth rate over
the previousfewyears was about3000vehiclesper year. The total
number of trucksand busesin thecountryin the sameyearwas about
104 000 witha growthrateof around5000vehiclesper year (Kenya,
1986).

If the country embarkedon a truly massive rural electrification
campaign,aimingat say 1000largecentresand a further5000 smaller
villagesto be electrifiedby theyear 2000,the additionalimpact on
the totalnatienalconsumptionof petroleumfuelswouldbe equivalent
to thatof aboutthreementhsnormalgrowthin the transportfleet.
There is,therefore,no reason,on balanceof payments grounds,why
dieselgeneratcrsshouldnot be usedforruralelectricitysupplies -
providedtheyare otherwisethebest choice.

There arealsofearsthatthe presentperiodof lowoil prices iS a
temporaryphenomenonand thattheworldpriceof petroleumis likely
to rise again in the future. Thisis,indeed,likely; oil is a
finite anddiminishingresourceand is certainto become scarcer in
the future. The timescaleon whichthishappensand the extent of
thepriceriseslikelyto occurare,however,subjectto considerable
dcubt.

At presentthereis a massivesurplusin oilproductioncapacity in
-the world. The OPECnations,for example,are producingat little
more than 50%of theiravailablecapacity;their present shut-down
productionis greater thanthe totalconsumptionof EUrope. The
reasonforthissurplusis thatworldoil consumptionhas not grownas
expected;it was virtuallythe samein 1987as it was in 1977. Such
surpluseswilldisappearonlyaftera sustainedperiodof growth in
worldconsumptionwhichhas not,as yet,shownany signof happening.
It is thereforeunlikelytherewillbe any radicalchangein worldoil
markets withinthenext 7-10years,roughlytheworkinglifeof most
of thetechnologiesusedforoff-gridelectricitygeneration.

The implicationsof this are considerable. It has often been
suggestedthatinvestmentsin renewablesshouldbe seenas providinga
safeguardagainstfutureincreasesin the priceof oil. But there is
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no point in investingin technologieswhich are presentlymore
expensivethan dieselif theyare not likelyto become competitive
before they reachtheend of theirworkinglife. It is better to
defer suchspeculativeinvestmentsand continueto use the cheapest
availableoptions untilthe prospectsfor futureoil prices become
clearerand dictateotherwise.

8.0 The roleof donoragencies

This paper has attempteda broad review of the whole rural
electrificationscene. It has skatedrapidly over a variety of
complex questions.Itstreatmentof the technicalsidehasbeen, to
say the least,fairlysketchy; otherimportantissues like tariff
policy havenotbeentouchedat all. It is not possiblein a short
Presentation,or evena relativelylengthypaperlikethis,to cover
all aspectsof sucha camplexsubjectas rural electrification.The
aim has beento highlightsameof the key issueswhich have to be
examinedwhenruralelectrificationstrategiesare beingdeveloped.

Beforefinishing,it is howeverimportantto drawsomeof the strands
of the discussion togetherand lookat the implicationsfor donor
agencypolicies.That,afterall,is theprimepurposeof thepresent
seminar.

8.1 Developa recipient-orientedpolicyframework forassistance

The mostbasicrequirementis to developa recipient-orientedpolicy
frameworkforruralelectrificationassistance.

A,greatdealof donorassistancein the rural electrificationarea is
technologydriven. Donoragenciesfocusuponcertaintechnologiesin
which theyfeeltheyhavea particularinterestor expertise. Same
agencies,for example,haveprogrammeswhichare confined to solar
energy or renewables. Others use their assistance programmes
primarily to createwarketsfor theirownmanufacturingindustries.

In practice,suchtechnicalassistanceprogrammesoftenturnout to be
complete failures. Thisis trueof a highproportionof the solar
energy projectswhichhavebeencarriedout. There have been few
successeswith programmesto pramotetheuse of biamass fuels for
electricitygeneration.Neitherhavetherebeenmany successesin the
pramotionof smallscalehydrosystems.

Nor are suchfailuresconfinedto renewables.A programmein the
Sudanin which200dieselgeneratorswereimportedframFrance during
the 1970s was also a moreor less camplete failure. A high
proportionof themachineswerenot eveninstalled.Of those that
were,mostfellintodisuse.

Many technicalassistanceprogrammesalso have the effect of
fragmentingrecipientcountry rural electrificationpolicies and
programmes. They imposedifferentdesignstandardsand types of
equipuenton countrieswhichaccepttheirassistance.They introduce
differentplanning methods and approaches.Same insist that the
privatesecterbe givena particularlylargerole. Noneof these, in
themselves,is necessarilywrongbut theircumulativeeffect in a
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developingcountrydealingwitha varietyof developmentassistance
agenciescanbe totallychaotic.

Te avoid such failuresand counter-productiveinitiativesit is
essentialto developa recipient-orientedpolicyframework. In other
words, rather than startingwithwhatNorwayhas to offer, it is
necessaryto lookat whatthepetentialrecipientcountryneeds.

Thismeansa collaborativereviewwith the countryin questionof its
ruralelectrificationpoliciesand programmesand an identificationof
areas wheresupportand assistanceare actuallyneeded. This should
involve merethansimplypickingitemsfroma shoppinglist provided
by the recipientcountry. It requiresa significantand creative
inputframthe donorside.

8.2 Potentialareasof su rt

In some countries, which have their ewn effective rural
electrificationprcgrammesalready under way, the most useful
contributionwillsimplybe moneyto enablethemto continue.

Otherswillalsoneedmeneybutmay be ableto benefitfrcma variety
of otherkindsof assistance.Institutionalsupportmay be required
for settingup a ruralelectrificationagencyand providingits staff
with equipmentand training.Studytripsto enablestaff to obtain
experiencein themethodsandapproachesused in other developing
countriesand the industrialworldcouldbe providedas partof this.

Expertassistancemay alsobe requiredto carryout a reviewof design
standardsand implementationtechniquesin orderto achieve savings.
Support can also be given to efforts to develop standard
specificationsforelectricalequipmentwhichis beingprovided under
technicalassistanceprogrammes.

Assistancecan also be providedon methods of administration,and
financialcontrol. The installationof computersystemsformaterials
controland consumeraccountscanbe of enormousbenefit.

Assistancein thedevelopmentand testingof systems for cammunity
managed supply schemes can alsobe provided. These need to be
thoroughlytestedfor safety,suitabilityfortheirintendedend use,
and reliability. Theyalsoneedto be thoroughlyfield tested, an
expensiveand time-consumingtask.

Local manufactureof equipmentforruralelectrificaticnis highly
desirable. If it does not happen, developingcountries find
themselvesfaced witha continuingdrainon their foreign currency
resources. Donor agencies can provide funding and technical
assistancewhichwillhelppramotelocalmanufacture.

Hardwareis deliberatelyplacedlastin the list. Thisis notto say
thatit is not needed. It is simplyto emphasisethatthe management
and institutionalissuesinvolvedin ruralelectrificationhaveto be
analysed and resolvedbefore the technologycan be discussed
rationally. Once thereis an effectiveinstitutionalstructurein
placein therecipientcountryit becamespossibleto defineand meet
the technologicalneeds.
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8.3 Needto buildu donor rtise

Donor agenciesthemselvesalsoneedto buildup their own expertise
in rural electrificationand treat it with the seriousnessit
deserves.Often this is not the case; rural electrificationmay even
be treatedas a unifiedprogrammearea. Gridextensionschemes may,
for example,be tackedon to thepowersectorwherenobedy has any
time for them, while off-grid schemes are includedin the renewable
energiessection.

Undersuchconditionsthereis no hopeof producinga sensible policy
for ruralelectrificationassistance. Thereare numercusexamplesof
off-grid systems, usually based upon renewable energies, which have
been built by technicalassistancefunds without any sericus
considerationof wheretheyin theoverallruralelectrificationplans
for therecipientcountry. Theyhaveno localinstitutionalsupport
and the utility,whichis reluctantlyhavingto takethemover, wants
nothing to do with them. Suchschemesare no more than randam
technicalgestureswithno longtermdevelopmentalsignificance.

It technicalassistanceforruralelectrificationis to be productive
and effective,it requiresa considerableamount of research,
experimentand analysison thepartof the donoragencies. Nbreover,
this needsto be carriedcuton a continuousbasisallowing for the
developmentof long-termcollaborativearrangementswith recipient
countries. EXternalconsultantscanprovidedetailed technicaland
econamic advice for specificprojectsbut thisneeds to be fitted
within a broader and more comprehensive concern for rural
electrificationas a programmeareawithinthedcnoragency.

Just as electricitysupplyauthoritiesneed to create relatively
autonamousorganisationswitha continuingresponsibilityfor rural
electrification,donor agenciesalso need to create "cells" of
expertiseto develop and sustain their own policies for rural
electrificationassistance. Put anotherway, it is nct just the
the peoplein the recipientcountrieswho needto be trained; donor
agencieshave to devotea certainamountof resourcesto training
themselvesas well

Such a "cell" wouldaccumulateand analyse informationon rural
electrification.It wouldestablishcollaborativerelationshipswith
electricityutilities,relevantNGOsand otherorganisationsin the
countrieson whichtheassistanceof thatparticulardenoragency is
focused. It would helpsponsorand menitor experimentsand new
initiatives.

It would becamea resource,not justforpolicy making within the
donor agency,but alsoforpromotingcreative rural electrification
initiativesin the developingwerld. It wouldalsoensure that the
availablefundswere dispensedin themosteffectivemannerpossible.

7.0 Conclusion

The long term relevance of rural electrification to the development of
the ThirdWOrldis not in question. Neitheris thereany doubt that
pregrammeswhich are effectivelytargeted and competentlyexecuted
willprovidemajorbenefitsto theruralpeopleconcerned.
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The conventionalapproach,in whichprogrammesarebased upon grid
extensions,has provenitseffectivenessandwillcontinueto be the
principalfocus forprogrammesin themajorityof countries. But
there are mounting social, political andeconomicpressuresto widen
the scopeand increasethe paceof ruralelectrification.These can
only be met by flexibleand innovativeapproacheswhichlead to the
developmentof smallscaleoff-gridcommunitymanagedor privatelyrun
generatingsystems.

Thereis no competitionbetweenthesetwoapproaches. Both shouldbe
seenas complementaryratherthanin competitionwitheachother; and
bothneedto be supported.

Rural electrification providesan opportunityfor donor agencies,
particularlythosein the energyarea,to contributecreativelyand
effectivelyto the rural developuentand overall well-being of
recipientcountries.Thereis littledoubtthatthe funds allocated
to it shouldand will substantiallyincreasein the future.
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MDC and Norwegian assistance in the field of Rural

Electrification

Kjell Storlokken, NORAD

The World Commission on Environment and Development, chaired

by Norway's Prime Minister, has made the energy questions

one of their main topics. The report draws our attention fl

to the world energy crisis, and highlights the growing aware-

ness that energy planning, like all other development

planning, has to be seen in a perspective of sustainable  

development. The recent reports on the heating of the earth's

atmosphere, the unabated destruction of the world's forests

and greenland and the natural disasters in countries such as

Bangladesh and the Sudan, make us fully realize the impor-

tant linkages between energy, society, environment and deve-

lopment. Increasing consumption and depletion of traditional

fuel supplies leading to desertification in many parts of

Africa, keep energy problems in the forefront of economic

concerns in developing countries today. The Brundtland

report opts for a low energy future, conservation and the

aggressive development of new and renewable sources.

Hydropower is not a new but at least a renewable energy re-

source, and it is one of three large-scale available sources

of electricity, the two others being fossil fuel and nuclear

power. Moreoever, as we all know, h dro ower is b far the

cleanest form of energy. This aspect has gained particular

importance in view of the growing international concern with

pollution of the human environment. The relatively easy

access to hydropower for electricity has been perhaps the

most important precondition for the economic development and

industrialization of modern Norway. The first hydropower

plant in Norway was built in Hammerfest in 1891, followed by
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the country. It may be worth noticing that they were esta-

blished as a response to local needs and initiatives.

It is this long experience and acquired know-how in the

field that has made the energy sector a natural and impor-

tant part of Norwegian development assistance. Oil dominates

the commercial energy market in the Third World, but hydro-

electric power projects have for long been in favor with de-

velopment financing agencies. There has in the past been a

strong emphasis on activities connected to the use of com-

mercial energy commodities with focus on large hydropower

based projects. The environmental disasters associated with

some of the larger dams planned and built during the 1960s,

brought hydropower in discredit. MDC is still haunted by

"white elephants" like the Stiegler Gorge project in

Tanzania. However, a renewed interest in hydropower has

surfaced in recent years, especially in small and medium

scaled power plants where the possible negative impact on

the environment is less serious.

\It is only during the nineteen-eighties that MDC/NORAD has
engaged in some smaller hydroelectric projects within the

framework of rural electrification. We also support the

construction of several small hydropower plants, among

others in Nepal and Zaire, through contributions to NGOs

dealing with this sector. This does not mean that larger

hydroelectric facilitites will not continue to be competiti-

ve for industrial, urban markets, but the smaller markets

and isolated rural areas may be better served by smalle,',

local plants. There are a great number of sites in develo-

ping countries suitable for medium to very small hydro in-

stallations. The Chinese, f.ex., have been able to provide

most of the electricity for three-quarters of their rural

communes with mini-hydro generators.

Energy is a main sector in the Norwa -SADCC co-o eration.

Several SADCC States still have to rely on significant power

imports from South Africa. Norway finances regular SADCC

projects aimed at strengthenin the countries' economies ahd



Independence from South Africa, and seeks to encourage a
_

better economic co-operation between the Nordic and SADCC

countries. The SADCC region is producing surplus electricity

in some parts, and encounter deficits in others. Norway has

been engaged in several projectraimed at interconnecting the

member States' grids, in order to address the deficit pro-

blems, reinforce their rural distribution network as well as

foster regional unity and co-operation. A major part of the

region is at an early stage of electrification, in particu-

lar the rural areas. For the SADCC countries rural electri

fication is a major challenge, and a high priority area.

This was confirmed at the SADCC seminar on "Rural Electrifi-

cation" taking place in Malawi in November 1987.

Lesotho is a small country geographically landlocked by and

economically dependent on South Africa. The water resources

of the country are ample, and there are good opportunities

for developing hydropower schemes. As a part of the SADCC

energy programme, Norway is financing the construction of

two mini-hydro plants in Lesotho's countryside, one in Mant-

sonyane and the other in Semongkong. They are the first two

hydropower plants in the country. For the benefit of the

local population part of the Mantsonyane project includes

the supply of electricity to a mission station and a local

co-operative, building of roads and training of manpower.

The village Semongkong has been selected for a pilot project

by the Government of Lesotho in their decentralized rural

development programme. Some infrastructure has already been

developed in the area, like an airport, an all year road

from the capital -MLaseru,watersupply, schools, a clinic and

a hospital financed by DANIDA. It is a goal that the

population of the area should sustain itself economically by

motivating them to fully utilize local resources. During the

last four years the total number of business establishments

in possession of legal titles in Semonkong has increased

from 17 to 50. 30 of these businesses are operated by local

Semonkong people. The construction of the 180 KW mini hydro

electric power plant will deliver stable electicity to these

new activitites.



Norway is also co-financing another rural electrification

project in Lesotho implemented by SIDA. It is a part of the

Lesotho Electricity Cooperation's program for

electrification of the districts. It includes construction

of transmission lines, transformer stations and distribution

networks.

The Norwegian bilateral aid to the energy sector in Mozam-

bique is, apart from a petroleum-agreement, mainly devoted

to the production of electticity, and is channelled through

the national energy utility. Electricity plays an important

part in any national energy plan, and Mozambique today has

the clear intention of increasing the share of this form of

energy in their total future energy consumption. Norway has

funded two mini-hydro power projects in rural Mozambique.

A mini-hydro plant in Lichinga has been running since 1983,

and has so far been functioning well. The construction of a

small-scale hydropower plant in Niassa Province in Cuamba 

was completed recently. The plant was officially opened in

November 1988. Before the construction of the plant, Cuamba

had to rely on a small diesel power station, which due to

diesel shortages only worked a few hours per day. The imme-

diate potential demand from domestic consumers at the

village level is likely to be quite small. The potential

demand from communal uses is considerably higher. Even if

the poor cannot afford to use electricity directly in house-

holds, they may still benefit indirectly as street light-

ing allows more nighttime activitites, refrigeration in

stores increases the availability of fresh food, and health

clinics are able to keep medical supplies refrigerated. With

easy access to electricity, sawmills and mines in the area

are expected to increase their production.

During the construction of the power plant the national and

local electricity authorities and NORAD joined forces to try

to create some spin-off activities based on local raw mate-

rials and benefitting from the hydro power production. A

small spinning and weaving factory is already working, pro-



ducing blankets based on local cotton, and other small scale

industry, like pottery, food-oil and soap production, is

under Implementation.

To improve NORAD's background knowledge and to prepare the

terms of reference for later consultancy services in the de-

velopment of small hydro power plants, a mission was sent to

Pakistan in October 1988. A professor in social anthroplogy

was among the mission members, and he made several interes-

ting observations on the socio-cultural effects of rural

electrification. In the mission's report he concludes that

in the rural areas presently supplied, electric power for

domestic use has had a marked welfare effect,benefitting

women and children equally with men in their daily lives.

Provision of electric light is strongly desired by the whole

population, and is particularly attractive as it is made

available at a price within the means of nearly all house-

holds. It also serves as a stimulus to the development of

cottage industries and small enterprises. According to the

professor there is no doubt that extension to further areas

would be beneficial.

As a result of the mission's visit to Pakistan, there was a

certain shift in NORAD's plans and engagement. The team

stressed the importance of refurbishing and upgrading of the

old power plants before new schemes are started. There

exists an obvious need to improve the maintenance procedure

of the existing power stations, and the implementation of a

mechanical workshop to carry out maintenance work will be

given priority. This is probably valid for many other deve-

loping countries too, and special attention should be paid

to the possible rehabilitation of old power plants, training

of local counterparts and to ensure availability of spare

parts in order to make projects self-sustainable.

It is generally accepted that electrification is essential

to the long-term development of any country. Most countries

have viewed electrification both as a stimulus for irrigati-

on or other agricultural or industrial development, and as



means of raising the standard of living of the masses. But

energy investments in developing countries tend to favorize

the urban areas, where the demand is more concentrated and

the return of the investment higher and safer. The distribu-

tion of electric power within most developing countries is

thus reinforcing existing inequalities. In many rural areas  

the access to centrally generated electricity is still

negligible. Despite the "woodfuel-crisis" and the migration

of rural populations to cities, the trend of unequal energy

distribution policies continue.

The benefits of electricity to the rural villages are

obvious. Electricity is cheaper, more convenient, safer and

more effective than kerosene. The positive effects are

numerous. It may

slow down migration to the urban areas by

ameliorating the living conditions in the rural

areas,

hopefully reduce consumption of firewood and

thus contribute to the fight against

desertification,

reduce consumption of diesel and kerosene and

thus reduce the foreign exhange burden,

make life easier especially for the women in

the countryside, who are the main producers

and users of household energy,

serve as an incentive for local initiative and

development of small enterprises,

With all these obvious advantages, why is it that rural

electrification has not been regarded as a priority domain

in Norwegian development assistance so far?

Unfortunately, there are two principal limitations on the



contribution of electricity to development: cost and access.

It is naive to believe that bringing electricity to a remote

village, will automatically change the villagers daily life

and give them access to the fruits of electrification. It is

a regrettable fact that most of the poor peasants in the

Third World can simply not afford to pay the monthly elec-

tricity bill. Many live on a day-to-day basis, their main

concern being survival. Costs of hookup and electricity are

high due to the dispersed and small scale nature of demand.

Even where subsidized, electricity has not generally proven

a suitably inexpensive energy source by the poor in rural

areas. So far experience has too often shown that electrici-

ty consumption is restricted to the middle and higher income

groups.

Energy and poverty are both politically charged subjects

where the Ministry has to proceed with caution. The official

aid strategy of MDC is focusing upon the needs of the

poorest people. The general orientations of Norway's

official development assistance policy will have to form the

basis for any future policy on rural electrification. Many

aspects have to be taken into consideration:

1. ENVIRONMENT-ORIENTATION

All development aid projects will to a greater or

lesser extent tend to affect the environment. Two Norwegian

White Papers (Nos. 36 1984-85 and 34 1986-87) on major

questions concerning Norwegian aid, have stressed the

importance of taking environmental issues into account in

Norwegian-financed development aid projects. A booklet has

been compiled by MDC/NORAD to help project planners to

integrate environmental considerations into various types of

aid projects at an early stage in the planning system.

Environmental impact assessment (EIA) of hydro power

projects is necessary to avoid or reduce the chances of

heavy siltation, floods, damage to aquatic species and other

negative ecological effects. Environmental goods may be

valued less highly in developing areas. Nevertheless,



lasting economic and social development must be based on an

understanding of the environmental situation and farsighted

management of natural resources.

RECIPIENT-ORIENTATION

Another important aspect is whether electrification

fits within the system of rural priorities of the recipient.

The assistance shall be geared to the recipient and based on

the needs, plans and priorities of the developing countries.

Due to elements such as the power structure, decision-making

processes and cultural traditions, poorer and neglected

groups may not be considered when central authorities make

their requests for development aid. It is important to have

good relations with the governments, but orientation towards

the recipient should not prevent Norwegian authorities from

working to secure the interests of the weaker groups in

development assistance consultations. There is a need to

diversify and make use of local authorities, associations

and organizations.

WOMEN-ORIENTATION

Norway, together with the Nordic countries

among others, has gradually taken on a leading role as an

initiator of measures in international and bilateral deve-

lopment assistance activities directed at women. The goal is

to make women-oriented assistance a routine part of general

development cooperation. Women are main providers and users

of household energy as well as of energy for activitites in

the informal sector, and they should play an important role

both in the planning and implementation of energy programs.

POVERTY-ORIENTATION

Development assistance must be used so as to

achieve the greatest possible development effect for the

poorest sectors of the populations. Experts have argued



that poor people are caught in the so-called "poverty trap"

and do not have the necessary drive to initiate new

activitites and to follow up. One should invest in the

middle-class and hope for a "trickle-down" effect, they

maintain. After more than 25 years of development assistance

there is unfortunately not many signs of anything trickling

down to the poor masses. Only the developing countries them-

selves can solve the complicated problems of economical,

social and political nature which constitute the basis of

the poverty of their masses. How to reach the poor when the

rich has the education, money and political power, is one of

several dilemmas we are confronted with in our development

cooperation efforts.

5. SUSTAINABLE GROWTH-ORIENTATION

One of the main goals of the development assistance

is, after all, to stimulate to development and economic

growth. It is important not to lose this overall perspective

in our eagerness to respond to the international call

for environmental protection and conservation. The

process of rural development is a complex system where

failure to provide for one input can limit the effectiveness

of the whole process. Many rural development programmes fail

to mobilize the development potential of rural

electrification. Electrification should not be put as icing

on the integrated rural development cake, but wherever

economically justifiable it should be added as yeast in the

dough. The new level of concern for the broad social and

environmental consequences of rural development, should not

rule out rural electrification, but on the contrary

integrate the different possibilites and options of

energy supply in an early stage of the planning process.

Different countries will have different options, and hydro-

power is only one of them. Coal, natural gas, geothermal and

new renewable sources like solar and wind can all play

important roles in generation of electricity.

Participation at an early stage in the rural development

planning, is essential to identify the most suitable supply



technology available in the area concerned.

The actual development effect is not primarily determined by

the number of power plants constructed or kilometers of road

built in the course of a short period, but by the develop-

ment of the recipient country's own capacity to continue

activity based on local conditions in an efficient manner.

The main emphasis must be placed on gradually building up

developing countries' ability to solve their own poverty and

development problems. Training and institution building are

key words in this connection.

The above mentioned objectives do not always coincide and in

practical work, the varlous objectives and purposes must be

ranked according to priorities. But when we are going to

discuss the role rural electrification ought to have in the

context of Norwegian development assistance in the years to

come, we have to bear these basic principles in mind.



RURAL ELECTRIFICATION AND NORWEGIAN DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.
Integrating the energy issue and Rural Electrification in general
program and project assistance

by K.A. Endresen

The presentation made by Mr Foley discussed rural electrification
in a development context. The discussion took departure in the
role of the energy suppy and rural electrification in the rural
development process.

This presentation will also discuss rural electrification in the
development context. But this time with a view to highlighting
important aspects related to practical project and programme work;
and in particular in relation to the donors role in the process.
In line with Mr. Foleys urgings to make aid more recipient orien-
ted, a good starting point is to take note, at least, of what the
SADCC recipients have requested of donors; this was in the form of
resolutions arising out of a seminar on rural electrification held
in Blantyre, Malawi in Novemeber 1987. Thus SADCC Resolutions
refered to below relate to that seminar.

The following points will be discussed in the presentation:

1. The role of rural electricity in general rural development
project and programme work.

-. The "supply" focus; and the costs and benefits of giving
increased attention to the demand side; financially and techni-
cally.

The tendency to concentrate on the investment phase and invest-
ment criteria.

The importance of using appropriate methodlogy and criteria for
project selection, planning and design.
4b. The target group/rural electrification/affordability conflict

Certain aspects related to the exchange of longer term finan-
cial and planning information between donor and recipient.

5. The use and development of local resources.
-human resources/training
-material resources

8. Project versus Programme.

1. Rural electrification in general project and programme work.

Most of us will agree, in principle, that an economic and reliable
supply of an appropriate form of energy is essential to the rural
development process. Equally, we will agree that certain other
conditions must be met for a rural electrification project to be
successful. For examp1e, there should be no disagreement that one
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will need a market that can afford the electricity so that the
project can pay its running and financial costs; that there must
be adequate technical and other staff available for the project;
that there must be a certain form or level of support and opera-
tional infrastructure for the project; etc.

In other words, most people would agree that energy, in this case
electricity, is essential for economic development. And that
certain develo ments in other sectors often i5 a precondition for
the success of any rural electrification project.

Yet, in practice things tend to be treated in splendid isolation.
We will, later in this seminar, come back to the practicalities in
terms of methodlology etc. But let me here point to the fact that
in most rural electrification projects it i5 assumed that an
adequate and skilled manpower supply is available for the project,
so that the project need not be concerned with the training side
of development.

It is assumed that the local demand for the electricity will pick
up, and that adequate revenue will be collected from the demanders
of the energy. Somehow the demand will adjust itself and fit the
requirements of the supply side, in terms of timing and capacity,
and in financial terms. The project need not therefore, concern
itself with general economic development.

It 15 assumed that the power utility, be it the national power
corporation or whatever, has the adequate clout in the foreign
exchange system, to arrange the required imports of essential
spareparts, fuels, etc. The project need not be concerned with
overriding macroeconomic and balance of payment problems.

It is assumed that the power utility is properly organised to run
the project; to operate and maintain it adequately. The project
need not concern itself with organisational development.

And yet, we know that in real life, in practioe, any of these
things listed above will be a constraint to successful project
development. They are actually what development is all about. They
are key examples of what•the national and local authorities, with
the assistance of donors etc, all struggle to improve. These
things do not automatically sort themselves out; they require a
careful and well planned approach in order to be successfully
resolved.

At the same time, we know that other sectors have a very relaxed
attitude towrds the energy side of development; often leading to
suboptimal energising patterns, and suboptimal economic and
funotional efficiency. I am thinking about the health sector viz
energy (clinics without operating ligths, or failing energy
destroying the vaccines), water and energy (waterpumps requiring
nonavailable forms of energy; rendering the whole watersupply
practically useless), education and energy (lack of energy causing
very low utilisation degrees of installed classroom etc capacit-
y); etc.

Or, the other extreme, where each and every clinic, school, staff
compound, public office, etc shall have their own, small exclusive
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power supply in the form of a diesel generator that the individual
institutiion shall operate, maintain, repair, arrange fuel for,
etc.

Practical rural electrif-icationwork should thus be an exercise
where all the various factors listed above, and several other5,
must be dealt with in a realistic and constructive manner. Rural
electrification is a multisector task. This is not only a chal-
lenge to the Government, the planner and the donor. It is equally
a challenge to the designer, the manufacturer of the equipment,
and the power utility.

2. FOCU5 on the supply side.

Rural electrification projects usually come up through a coopera-
tion with the national authorities and electricity corporations.
The electricity- authority usually has as its main task, the
generation and distribution of energy. Project work therefore
tends to be very "supply" oriented. hssumptions and estimates are
made regarding the size, composition and future developments of
the demand. Together with technical and resource information the
generation and supply system are planned and dimensioned. (It
happens that the scheme is dimensioned to the capacity of the
source; regardless of the demand for the output it shall produce).
The donors role is often to finance the planning and the construc-
tion of the lisupply"investment.

The fact that the donor contributes finance to the investment will
in some cases indirectly be a subsidy to the consumer in the sense
that he or she will be faced with lower tariffs and/or connection
costs than if the scheme was commercially financed. However, this
is not always the case. The donors contribution is usually in the
form of foreign exchange because the country has a balance of
payment problem. The electrical utility may run its operation
based on a set of pricing principles, which may for example be the
Long Run Marginal.Cost. Thus, even if a donor contributes finance
to the country, the utility and the consumer may not benefit from
this other than in the form of the installation being implemented
at all; the consumer may still be requested to pay the full price
of electricity.

There is a major challenge here, for the donor to look further at
the demand side. Both the demander and the supplier have an
investment problem. The demander may not be able to use the
electricity if he cannot afford the initial connection to the
scheme, buy a stove, buy an electric motor for his cottage grind-
ing mill, etc. So, even if the tariff is lowered reflecting the
subsidy from the donor, the demand may not take off. The donor
could in his approach at the project and programme level consider
more also providing investment support to the demander of electri-
city. Then the probability of an economic and ecological fuelswi-
tching may be gr0551y enhanced.

am sure that we have all come across project proposals where
the socio/econnmic justification for an electrification scheme is

given in terms of alleviating the pressure on the environment and
on women etc., but where in practice, the electricity produced has
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not been affordable to any but the highest income groups who were
in any case using their own generators before.

Most manufacturers launching a new product in å modern economy do
very careful market research beforehand to build up a profile of
the potential users and to find out within which parameters the
product must operate in terms of price, colour, size etc., and in
which ways one can best reach ones target group. Yet in most
rural electrification projects it seems that no such research is
done, so that very often the end product is one which is not
suitable for and is not purchased by the target group!

An important area of building up a profile of the target group is
in the area of gender relations, since a proper understanding of
this could have certain implications for the type of energy to be
provided and the subsequent level of demand. It is usually the
women who are responsible for providing household energy needs
with traditional fuels, and yet as soon as there is any question
about using electricity, it immediately becomes a totally male
dominated sphere; systems are designed, planned, constructed and
maintained by men. More involvement of women at all stages is
necessary. To take an example, when rural grids are being ex-
tended, it is not uncommon for quite a lot of male casual labour
to be employed and yet if the same amount of money was poured into
the local economy through female workers, it is likely that, given
the different spending patterns that men and women seem to have,
the impact on the local communities would be very different. In
addition, it would enable women to build up some sort of a relati-
onship with and understanding of electricity and its benefits, and
could affect the priority which they would give it.

Thus proper research and planning, dwelling with the demand side,
in ther form of socio/economic base line studies, market research,
potential industrial and commercial uses and so on, will both
increase the cost of the project and delay the start, but these
should be totally overshadowed by the longer term benefits in the
form of higher participation/demand rates.

3. Overconcentration on the investment phase and investment
criteria.

In project and programme work, one often tends to concentrate too
much on the investment phase. This is in a way logical; the
investment phase is near and therefore more concrete. The opera-
tional phase is future, and thus more of an unknown quantity.

The concentration on the Investment phase reflects the bias on the
supply side.

h financial concentration of the Investment phase is very unfor-
tunate, in the sense that lack of funds for Operation and Main-
tenance, for the central spare part, will in most cases if not
render the whole Investment useless; at least grossly reduce the
amount of output it produces. From an output point of view there
is not any difference between installing a 25 % larger capacity,
or providing more resources to improved Operation and Maintenance
to enable a 25 % higher efficiency. But, from an economic and
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financial point of view there is usually a vast diference, to say
it mildly. A narrow investment focus will generally lead to a sub
optimal resource allocation.

Forgeting about the finance for a moment; the multitude of non
financial issues dictate a wider focus that the investment phase.

Such issues would generate questions like: Are the various Depart-
ments in the Utility strong enough to cope with the additional
burden of an expansion of the grid - will the revenue department
have enough people? Is there an efficient accounts dept. and
system to cope with such an expansion? Will spare parts be avail-
able? Does the utility have the foreign exchange or local funds to
purchase spare parts? 1s an improved stores system needed to
cope with the enlarged scope of work? The list of questions is
extremely long, and many of them will, I hope, be covered in the
detailed presentations later on in the seminar, since a negative
answer to any of these questions can threaten the whole "viabili-
ty" of the project.

In our session tomorrow, it might be useful to produce a com-
prehensive list of such questions which must be satisfactorily
answered or catered for in future project and programme planning.

4.
4.A. The importance of appropriate methodology and criteria for
project selection, planning and design.

At present there is no one methodology used to evaluate rural
electrification projects. Decisions are too often based not on
any quantative, but rather on vague qualitative assessments. It
could be useful to develop a model methodology which , taking
account of financial and socio economic parameters, in the framew-
ork of cultural factors, answers the question "Does this project
represent an optimal resource use ?"

In developing a methodology, one needs to bear in mind SADCC
resolution 5.4 which requests that donors accept socio-economic
criteria as the key parameters for project selection and for-
mulation, and not focus on conventional financial criteria.

know that a later presentation will discuss this more in depth.
What matters is that the individual project should represent a
sound utlisation of the resources to the country and the people.
Conventional financial techniques do not reflect this. Partly
because the prices and costs in many countries do not reflect the
value of what they represent. And because the purchasing power, or
convertability, of many third world currencies are rather limi-
tted. This sharpens the requirements to the methodology and
criteria to be used by the Government ,andthe donor; the donors
decision whether to support or not support can not be based on the
same criteria and considerations as in his home country.

In real life projects are often justif_ted vague sentences
such as the following: (All the cuotes re from the docurrientsfor
orTeparticulan project sponsareyj rnd n donor agency):



"X is one of the countries worst affected by deforestation, an
(alternative) energy supply, especially to the districts, is
critical."

"The project will stimulate productive activity in the rural
areas"

"The objective of this project is to extend the service and
decrease the costs of electricity to the consumer".

However, nowhere in the project document is there any reference to
what the cost of the supply will be and whether it will be affor-
dable. As it turned out, in this particular project, the electri-
city was unaffordable to all but the highest income groups, and
even small. shops and other services were unable to afford the
connection.

In other projects, attempts are made to calculate an IRR, but
there are two problems with this. Firstly, many countries do not
even have the relevant information available to do this . Al-
though a team of consultants could probably come in and put
together the necessary information, there would be little point.
The very fact that the information is not available would indicate
that some kind on assistance is needed in the organisation of the
Utility before or in conjunction with any new project.

Secondly, the assumptions on which the IRR calculations are based
will vary from country to country dePending on their rural elect-
rification policies (if any) and tariff structures etc.; this
makes it very difficult to compare alternative projects in dif-
ferent countries. In this respect, the development of a standard
type of methodology and criteria for comparing different projects
could be very useful.

think Norad, NVE and the Norwegian milieu could together come up
with quite a contribution in this respect. I am thinking about the
development of a standardised, PC-based appraisal and planning
tool for new rural electrification projects. The software should
be developed here, based on the perceived needs, and the profes-
sional experience and knowledge available in the Norwegian milieu.
The PC-based model should then be distributed free to relevant
ministries, utilities and organisations in the third world;
courtesy of the Norwegian Government. In addition to the market-
ing effect for Norway and Nowegian technology and know how, the
tool could make a major contribution towards:

i)developping a standardised socio economic and finan-
cial appraisal and planning methodology;

2)secondly, but very important, lifting the internation-
al standard when it comes to such appraisals and plann-
ing of rural electrification projects in the third
world.
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Another useful role for the donor would be to be more active in
entering into a dialogue with the Government/Utility over alterna-
tive ways to approach the issue in terms of technical solutions,
marketing, alternative cost recovery policies etc. This could
result in a larger percentage of the population being reached and
a higher IRR than would have been achieved with previous policies
and a very small number of consumers.

48.

An important question in relation to the selection and planning of
projects is how to reconcile the whole issue of aid target groups-
/affordability/rural electrification or energy supply. NORAD
projects are supposed to have as their main objectives to improve
the standard of living of the poor, women, and to have a positive
impact on the environment. Often rural energy projects achieve
these objectives (if at all) in a rather indirect way through
access to improved health services, schools, government faciliti-
es. However, one should perhaps consider ways of having a more
direct impact on these areas by making electricity or other
appropriate forms of energy available to a wider range of the
population, both for private consumption and for small commercial
and industrial enterprises. Access to clean water, good health
facilities, schools, roads, have all come to be regarded as basic
social rights to which people contribute, but are rarely expected
to pay the full investment cost; so why should electricity or
energy supply be regarded any differently ? Alternative approac-
hes could range from providing a basic one phase connection to
each dwelling as part of the projects investment cost, to conneci-
ing certain communal facilities (based on each villages prioriti-
es) against a small levy, providing a revolving loan fund to cover
connection costs for homes and small businesses, making available
electric machinery and equipment on a non profit basis and so on.
This is another area that could be discussed in more detail during
tomorrows session, by which time some of the other speakers may
well have put forward some more ideas on the problem of how to
reach the target droups or objectives better than hitherto.

E. Supply the recipient with longer term planning information

Norad has a very good practice in its work with the main cooperat-
ing partners; the "Hovedsamarbeidsland"; of giving indicative
longer term planning figures for the NORAD grant to various
sectors in the respective countries. This makes it much easier for
the recipient country to plan ahead, and it is not that exposed to
annual fluctuations in dondr policies and programmes. Possibly
this system could be further refined, and even longer term sub
sector allocations could be blinked out. With a final reference to
SADCC; Norad could even give SADCC a longer term planning figure
for its support to projects in the Regional rural electrification
portfolio. And, in this way possibly inducing other donors to do
the same.
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The use of local resources human resources/training

It should definately be a pre-requisite of all projects that a
training component not only be included, but given the highest
priority. The training issue i5 the subject of a separate presen-
tation tomorrow, but there are just three points I would like to
make here.

Firstly, any training programme developed must bear in mind the
SAOCC resolution 4.4. which states that donors should streamline
their scholarship and support arrangements to acommodate electric-
ity-related training in third countries (in and outside SAOCC).
hnd to facilitate opportunites for training not available in
SADCC, in outside countries. There is a current SADCC project
(3.0.2.)looking at the question of specialised training in the
field of electrical power. One should aim to try and coordinate
all training within this field so as to avoid the piecemeal
attempts being made by each country individually.

Secondly, the choice of implementation method is critical for the
element of on-the-job training. lf the task in an area is to find
out which form of energy supply is best suited to the specific
needs of that area, it is no good just sending in a team of
foreign consultants to do some investigation and come up with an
answer. The choice of which type of energy source, be it hydro-
power, connection to the grid or solar power, is one which the
energy corporations will be faced with over and over again in the
coming decades, so they need to build up the capacity to be able
to do it for themselves. Likewise, if it is decided to extend the
grid, it is no good just bringing in a firm of contractors to
build the line, supplying them with some local labour and telling
them to do on-the-joh training(as has indeed been done in recent
projects). Contractors are not by nature trainers and there is no
point in expecting them to be so - they are used to working
against time, and speed and training objectives will always come
into conflict. To quote from a recent evaluation of a NORAD/SIDA
financed rural electrification project: "The importance of train-
ing in a project like this can not be overstressed. In fact one
of the justifications for the project was that great stress would
be laid on training. However, the training element seems to have
suffered as a result of the speed of implementation, budget
restrictions, and because the different training components were
not clearly defined.... very little technological transfer has
taken place in the principles of planning, surveying, designing
and setting out of power lines." Situations such as this must be
avoided in the future.

The third point relates to the gender bias in the electricity
field as already mentioned above. Training schemes must be
designed to try to overcome this bias and to give women the chance
to enter this field.

The use of local resources - material

Just as it is important to develop the human resources in develop-
ing countries, it is also important to develop local resources.
All too often a large percentage of the material for rural elect-
rification/other energy projects are imported from the donor
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country. When spare parts are needed, then the recipient country
is forced either to use sorely needed foreign exchange to purchase
replacements; or, they may purchase a similar part locally or from
a neighbouring country, which is not quite the same and therefore
reduces the efficiency of the system h more appropriate policy
in development terms would be to look at the local and regional
market to see if certain materials are already available or
whether certain parts could be produced in one of the countries to
serve the whole region. In the ShDCC countries, for example, most
of the countries are at varying stages of a rural electrification
process and will be involved in such projects for many years to
come. Thus it would seem appropriate to try and produce some of
the basic materials and parts , each country producing whatever it
would be best suited to, for the whole region. Otherwise you get
the situation, as in a recent project in SADCC, mhere all the
electricity poles were imported from Sweeden, and yet in Botswana,
for example, you have vast areas of unexploited forests.

7. Froject versus programme

Finally, to discuss a ouestion which might have appeared more
appropriate at the beginning of this paper; namely project versus
programme type of assistance. However I think that it is only
after mentioning some of the issues to be taken into account in
rural electrical projects that it becomes clear that really there
should be no such thing as a "project", in the strict sense of the
word. When considering the introduction of an energy supply, be it
electricity or solar power, into a rural area, there will always
be many facets to be taken care of besides the straight 'im-
plementation" or hardware. This may be in terms of associated
training, loan schemes, baseline studies, associated infrastruc-
ture etc. Thus, it should be the responsibility of the donor
wither to finance the full package or go into joint financing
packages with other donors (a good chance for Nordic cooperation)
to ensure that all necccesary aspects are financed.

Thank you.



"Experiences from Rural Electrification in Nepal,motivation
and training of women"
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1.Some facts about Nepal.

Population 17 million

Densety 122 pr.sq.km

Populationgrowth 1.8% in the mountains
2.6% in the hills
4.2% in Terai

Annual pr.cap.income 150$

National literacyrate 33% (12% for women)

Average life-expectancy53 years
Infantmortalityrate 107 pr.1000 livebirths

6.300 km motorable roads,most in Terai

35 different languages

91% have their living from agriculture(and forestry and fishing)
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2.ANDHIKHOLA HYDEL AND RURAL ELECTRIFICATIONPROJECT (AHREP)

AHREP is one of the 11 projectsof UnitedMission to Nepal (UMN).UMN

has been in Nepal since 1954,workingin health,education,agriculture,

industryetc.

Total budget for 86/87 was about 4.5 mill.US$.400 expatriateswork

with UMN,about260 in assignedposts.

AHREP is a joint projecti?etweenHMG of Nepal and UMN,basedon a 5 MW

hydroelectricpowerplantutilizingwater from the Andhi Khola river.

Many years ago(25?)the NorwegianelectroengineerOdd Hoftun walked

throughthe area and saw that this plade was nearly perfect for a

hydroelectricscheme.At one point only a.16w.ridgeseperatesAndhi

Khola river to the north from Kali Gandaki to the south. The distance

between the two rivers is about 2 mk,and hightdifferenceabout 250 m,

We are buildinga 5 m high dam in the Andhi Khola river. Water will be

taken througha 1300 m headracetunnel,downthe 245 m verticalshaft to

the powerhouse.Fromthere through a 1000 m long tailracetunneland end

in Kali Gandaki.

A 33 KV Transmissionlinewill link the powerplantto the NationalGrid.

We are buildingdistributionlinesto the district headquarter and

throughoutSyangjaDistrict.

AHREP is an IntegratedRural DevelopmentProject,withfollowing

programmes:

-rural electrification

irrigation

drinkingwaterand sanitation

-agriculture

-resourceand soilconservation

industry

non-formal-education

Throughthe projectwe will build up two nepali companiesthat should be

able to plan and build hydroprojectsin the future.

Trainingof staff as well as local labour is another importanttask.

Dwain and Joy Poppe moved to Andhi Khola in 1981 to learn to know the

local people,and they wrote a socio-economic report that has guided

the work in Andhi Khola.



3.WHY I AM HERE TODAY?

My backgroundis teaching.Icame to Andhi Khola 4 years ago as an

engineerswife,not to fill a post. We had two children,31/2 and 2

years old. We have rented a local house in a villageabout 40 min.

walk from site and offices,afterwe finisheda 5 months language-

course in Kathmandu.Itis a simple house,withno regularwater or

electricityor other luxerieswe were used to.

In the beginningwe spent a lot of time to learn to survive and to

adjust to the new situation.Wewere the only expatriatesin our village.

The other foreignerslived within 1 1/2 hours walk,about20 from

8 differentcountries.

My best educationfor the work I have been doing the last year,is the

time I spent with neighborwomenin my village.Sometimesjust watching,

asking,discussing,orworking togetherwith them in the fields or help-

ing with sick children.I learnt about their role in society and in their

family,theirway of living,theirvalues,theirworkload,howserious they

every day do their rituals and offerfngs,howimportanttraditionsare for

them.

•With the limitation3 childrengive you,I have been involvedin training

young people as villagemotivators.Theywill work with villagepeople,and

especiallywomen.

4.ELECTRICITYIN ANDHI KHOLA

Nepal is not able to produce enough food for all 17 mill.people.In our

careawe know that 70% of the householdsare dependenton buying grain

.somemonths of the year.

There are very few possibilitiesfor work and income in other sectors

than agriculture.The alternativehas been to go to India for work,like

about 50% of the men in age 20-40 years do in our area.

Experts tell that the last 20 years about 173 of Nepals forest has been

cut down. Most of it is for firewoodor fodder.Less than 1 % for com-

,mercialuse.
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my neighborstell that 30 years ago they spent about 1 hour to collect

one load of firewood.Today they need 4 hours for the same load.

Deforestationis resultingin erotion.Everyyear tonns of the best soil

is washed away and depositedin Bangla desh.

The 5 MW powerstationis planned to give about 250.000people in

650 villagesin Syangja districtelectricityin the next 15-20 years.

One of the main ideas is that electricityshould be availablefor

everybody,soit has to be cheap. The way to achievethis is to keep

administration-andconstructioncostadown, and get a high loadfactor.

We plan to set up local "Users Associations"that will be responsible

for parts of constructionwork.They will collect fees and be responsible

for contactbetween the Power Company and the individualconsumers.

We will encourageand teach consumersto use electricityfor cooking.

A "low watt cooker" consistingof two pans inside each other with a

200 W microelementis developedin Butwal,anotherUMN project.

This cooker will help to level out peakhoursand reduce pressure and

need of firewood.

We have made tariffs suitableto encouragenot only electricityfor

light,butalso for cooking and for attractingindustry.

We hope that electricitywill make lift-irrigationpossible,sofarmers

can producemore grain.



5.PRESURVEY ON TODAYS SITUATION

Electricity will make many changes in a rural area like Syangja.

20 months ago we started a survey to registrate todays situation.

The emphasis was on use of firewood and related activities.

60 households from our Pilot Project (see below) in two bazaars

and two villages has been visitted regularly.

We have gathered information about:

1.Different uses of firewood

-cooking for people and animals

-fodder

-making alcohol

-washing clothes (with ashes)

-heating water

2.Time spent on

-gatherting firewood

-above mentioned activities (1.)

3.Money spent on

-firewood

-kerosene

-batteries (flashlights ,radios)

4.Who is doing what work?

We have now valuable statestics for measuring changes.

We have built up good relation between consumers and the Company.

We know who need training and motivation.

We have had the posibility to share plans and information about

the Companys work regularly with a group of interested people.

In all the households we have watched the mother cooking one

main meal. We have regstrated what they cook,time spent on

cooking,firewood needed,what she has to do all the time through

a meal (stiring,pushing the firewood etc).We have drawn simple

drawings of their kitchen (for later installation of electricity)

and we have watched and registrated taboos etc connected to cookjng.
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6. PILOT PROJECT

Pilot Project is needed to test out and get experience in rural

electrification.

3 villages and 2 bazaars (shoppingareas) were chosen mainly

because they are close to site.

We test -different installations and wiring

-tariffs , cut-outs,meters

-Users association

-organization and administration

Installation started in Pilot Project in Dec.88

7.MOTIVATORS TASKS

Since supplying electricity is not only a technical challange,

but will have inpact on cultural factors,we want to prepare

people and give them training and time to adjust to the new

situation. We want changes,and local people want to, but we

do not want to destroy their cultural identity.

Motivators trained by the Company will work full time in

the villages to:

I. Teach people about electricity.to use it in a safe and

wise way.

2.Teach people to use the low-watt-cooker.

3.Support people through the changes.

4.Explain and discuss the Power Companys plans,policy and rules.

5Encourage people to start small industries.

6.Encourage (and supply ?) different kinds of training

(nutrition,handicraft,forestry,health etc)



8.SELECTING MOTIVATORS

Our team discussed how to find the right poeoplefor the job.

After interviewing about 25 persons,we invited 12 of them for

a 2 weeks trialperiode.We wanted to test their:

-communicationpotentiale

ability to work in team

-are they willing to make their fingers dirty

flexibility

how do they relate to people from different casts

do they ask questions

etc

From this group we selected 3 couples and 2 men for a 6 months

notivatorcourse.

'We selected young people,because they are often more flexible.

We did not want high educated people,because their tasks will

not demand high education. (and their salary is low).

Local people had preferance,because they know their area.

We need women to reach women,since mens and womens "worlds" are

very different. We thought it would be best if our female

motivators were "one of them",an ordinary daughter in law,who

know the local womens life and thoughts.

9.THE 6 MONTHS COURSE

We rented a building and installed electricity in it. It

was used as a base for our work, but we were out "in the field"

as much as possible.

Vorkhours were 44 a week as for the Company in general.

An Australian with 10 years experience from Nepal (now working

in forestryprogramme) and myself were responsible.

Training/teaching was given in 3 main areas:

1.Communication (learning by doing,self-esteem,traditions,

teamwork,discussions,drama,singing and

dancing etc)

2Integration We had input from all different programmes in

our project (forestry,drinkingwater,non—formal etc)



3.Electricity
(theory,safety,cooking,tariffs,mathematics etc)

It was a challange for us.

In the nepali schoolsystem you are a good student if you are able

to repeat what the teacher or the book say,word by word. It

does not matter thet you donot understand. Teachers in rural

Nepal have often no proffetional education,they have 80-90

students to teach in one clas.

We had 8 students,and sometimes we gave them extra classes,

one by one student.

We knew we had other ideals for a good student,and tried from

the beginning to discuss and chasllage them.

We had to have in main that nepalis often want to satisfy

people,they do not like to hurt you.And that a persons or

familys hounor might be more important than the truth.

We had to have in main all the time that the aimgroup for

our motivators,will most of the time be illiterated women,

proud and traditional people,used to manage themselves for

generations.

As often as possible we gave the motivators work "in the field".

Sometimes they had to ask questions to gather exact

informations,sometimes they just had to listen to ongoing dis-

cussions or watch what people are doing in different situations.

They were local but we saw (and they saw) the importance to

of learning to know their area in a more organized way.

They came aware of things they did not know.

Using the low-watt-cooker was a fun activity. We cooked

different food and measured time and compared taste etc with

the traditional way of cooking. We invited a nutritionexpert

with 25 years of experience from Nepal. Motivators learnt about

traditional nutrtiuos nepali food,and they shared willingly

their own knowledge. This was a good area to show them that we

wanted to build on local/national traditions.



Young people easy think they have found the answer to all the

worlds problems. We stressed that electricity is one of many

answers to Nepals problems,and that they had to see many

variations of the right answer.

Every week they were involved in the othe5 programmes in

our project to see that integrated approach is the right one.

They planted trees,walked to distant areas to see drinking-

watersystems be built,they visitted healthposts, spent time

in a more industrialized area etc.

It was one of the most inteesting things to see how the 3 girls

developed from shy and nearly non-verbal to eager and active

participants. It was like the girls developed or found their

dignity through the course

The last few weeks before we left Andhi Khola,the motivators

were busy visitting households in Pilot Project,to explain

rules,tariffs,cut-outs,meters etc,and they wrote down what

people wanted to buy of electricity.

They gave a drama with songs and dances in the different

villages about safe and good use of electricity. They walked

around to all households with the low-watt-cooker to explain

the use of it.

One house only had electricity when we left,and two of the

motivators went several times a day to teach and follow up.

We know changes will need time and efforts from expatriates

and local people. They have to take the steps themselves,but

we together with the local motivators will walk together with

them the first difficult part of the way.

Our most important role or task will be to find people with

potentiale to help their own country.
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Project appraisal and selection,
Methodology and criteria
A critical review of current practices,thoughts of the future.

by Eyolf Dahl, NVE

Selection Criteria

I refer to the document presented by Mr Storløkken ,NORAD,
earlier today and quote:"It is only during the nineteen -

eighties that MDC/NORAD has been engaged in some smaller hydroel-
ectric projects within the framework of rural electrification."

We know that the official aid strategy of MDC is focusing upon
the needs of the poorest people.So far NORAD has experienced
that electricity consumtion too often is restricted to the middle
and the higher income groups. So NORADs selection of rural
electrification projects is in general in my opinion based on
this official development assistance policy taking into
,account

Environment-,recipient-,.woman-,poverty-,sustainable
growth - orientation.

Appraisal

The following rural electrification projects are to my knowledge
up til now financed through NORAD funds alone or through
cofunding with other agencies or in cooperation with NGOs
=amongwhich may be mentioned; these being in:

-Africa: Mosambik, Lesotho,Zaire and Zanzibar.
-The far east: Pakistan and Nepal.

1. Mini hydroproject combined with existing dieselgen-
eration and includingextention of small hightensionnetwork at
region centres in the north of Mosambik; Lichinga and Cuamba .In
Cuamba the project includes development of operation and
maintenance system methods , energy sale-, accounting-, tariff-
and payment procedures. Both projects include production planning
advice of the hydropower-diesel combination, At Cuamba private
owned diesel machine production may also be considdered included
in the system.
The projects strengthen and secure electricity supply to the two
centres, making the system less dependent of diesel supply,mostly
local small industry offical buildings and ocational households
being connected to the system initially.
Spinn - off activities,through electricity supply, are initiat-
ed,as mentioned by Mr Storløkken in his paper.
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A study ,implemented and sponsored by NORAD of a
rural electrification prosject including maintenance workshops in
Pakistan, as mentioned by Mr Storløkken, has proved to benefit
most households,cottage-industries and small enterprises,
empahsis being payed to the socio cultural effects through
rural electrification.

Two mini hydropower stations with local networks in
Lesotho at the 2 centres of,Mantsonyane and Semongkong with local
networks supplying electricity to households, small scale
industry and tourism activities having no other possibilities of
electricity supply from outside.
Together with a transmission line distribution network prosje
ct, these activities are together with the authorities initiated
and funded by NORAD and SIDA to reduce
dependency of energy supply from South--Africa and boost the
Lesotho industry capacity through improved energy supply
conditions.

4.Mini hydro power stations Andikola and Jhimruk with
local distribution network in Nepal ( Mr, Odd Hoftun, The
Norwegian Tibet Mission,The United Mission of Nepal).NGOs have
established private local firms for consultancy services,con-
struction ,workshop activity, training.The project includes
Irrigation.

Rural electrification of Zanzibar Ilands is a
project including the building of ca 300 km of 22kV lines for
NORAD funding including local cost covered by the local electric-
ity company.The electricity company personnell is trained by
Norwegian engineers to organize and build the network themselves-
.The prosject is a part of a governmental development prosject
for the Iland including f. inst the road system on the Iland
and creating employment in the outskirts making the Iland more
selfsufficient of aggricutural products and making rural people
stay .

3 projects in Zaire including mini-hydropowerplants
as a replacement of diesel generators originally supplying small
local systems.These projects at Monga,Kaziba and Bakau are all
initiated through the initiatives of missionaries (Pente
Costalite)

Critical Review

These projects,mentioned above , implemented through initiatives
of the governments, regional authorities or NG0s, may have been
based on :

Political necesities of attaining electricity
supply to a region with the aim primarily to supply smallscale
industry and official buildings in the area or strenghening
an existing supply system, having been dependent on diesel
generators.Households are usually connected to the system when
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conveniant and monitary income, among people living there, makes
it possible.
The plants may or may not be economical sustainable at an early
stage, but are expected to become profitable later.

The following conditions seem to need further study to improve
the ties between the electricity systems and the low income
housholds:

a)The project in question may only include
monetary means for hightension distribution lines with distribu-
tion transformers.The local electricity company is responsible
for the necessary low tension equipment for connection of supply.
This equipment may not be awailable in remote places when it
should, even if this responsibility is defined during negotiati-
ons with the authorities earlier or the local peopåle are not
ready to use electricity.The economic conditions regarding
connection to the system may also not be clear.

b) The general plant construction of rural
electrification projects ,is usually handeled satisfactorily by
the company in charge, probably with assistance of consultants
although maintenance instructions and information may be lacking
and also necessary funding to this extent .Marketing problems as
mentioned above, or similar matters, may also often be forgotten
or has not been strongly enough stressed at the time of
negotiations.
This condition may be handled more satisfactorily when the
projects are administrated through NGOs being closer to the
community population.

The above projects do in my opinion meet the
requirements stated in the MDC official aid strategy as mentioned
initially, however at a varying degree, the" poorest" and low
income people being slowly included as subscibers in the
electricity system in time, when the rest of the rural develop-
ment activities make them able and motivated consumers.

The Norwegian rural electricity system in outskirt areas has been
developed similarly to the present development in the 3rd world
through 50 - 100 years through local initiative ,partly by state
aid funds, the local populationm building their own system with
local hydropower station fed networks, organized with local
ownership, having later on expanded to a countrywide grid system
wihin larger utilities, at present a countrywide system of
250utilities, supplying electrical energy to everybody in Norway,

Hence The Norwegian State Authority has since 1938 initiated the
building of distributionnetwork to supply about 700.000 innhabi-
tants in difficult outskirt districts without supply,through
state funding, partly or totaly, in cooperation with the local
population, utilizing their impact from activity within the
total picture of overall rural development.
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The country has cheap waterpower energy being distributed on
farly heavy loaded long distribution system lines to subscribers
in diffcult outskirt positions paying a relatively low unit
price.

The national electricity distribution system hence dispose of
traditional expertice which may be a conveniant resource for
NORAD in implementing its policy on rural electrification.

Future

The general Norwegian development assistance policy on rural
electrification should in my opinion include :

1.Provisions for electricity supply of rural population must
be appropriate to the population social and economic context and
carried out by means of the most suitable supply technology
available.

2.Energy planning, market studies stating districts ready
for electrification, and districts where energy has to be
supplied through other energy carriers.

2.1 Areas not ready for supply from network;In this case
energy should be produced by low cost means,to the outmost
extent by the low income population living there, intermediate
technologies beeing used.The energy carriers may be wood,bioma-
s,water,sun and wind, introducing agroforestry.(Schumachers ideas
from early 1960)

2.2.Areas chosen for rural electrification;Socio-economic
studies to carify market for power sale.cottage industries,touri-
sm,official buildings,agriculture-irrigation,households only or
partly and the study of the the sequence of possible connection
to system.

Financing of project.Regarding the monitary inncome ,
if heavy consuming subscribers dominate, it may be possible to
attain economic ballance early in the plant life.Supplying
countryside low inncome farmland subscribers may not be
profitable for the company within a 10 to 15 years period.A
political,decision is nessesary on wether to build or not.and
state funding is decisive.

Information aspect to be introduced early,possible
population traing on the idea of electricity supply,
on long term through schools or short term training through

officially governed demonstration of equiment and use thereof.



3. For both alternatives 1. and 2 choise of responsible
organisation and of consultant for project implementation, with
experience on the above items by the use of local engineering
resources at the maximum.

Think less of development - more of solidarity.
"You cannot become a specialist on development if you are not one
on human beings."



RURAL ELECTRIFICATION. ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL ANALYSES

by Odd K. Ystgaard

	

1. Objective

This presentation will highlight some aspects of economic and finan-

cial project appraisal of rural electrification.

To set the scene, the conceptual difference between economic and

financial analyses will be outlined.

Departing from this outline of Financial and Economic Analyses or

cost/benefit analyses, the following elements of the analyses will be

addressed in more detail:

Electricity demand

Supply options including illustration of Economic Analyses

in investment decision

Norwegian Development Corporation and Rural Electrification -

Some economic considerations.

	

2. Economic and Financial Anal ses - What are the ?

The financial analysis is designed to examine the profitability of a

project as it relates to the producer, - in our case of rural elec-

trification normally a utility.

The financial analysis includes estimates of investment costs, oper-

ating expenditures, debt servicing and revenues throughout the eco-

nomic lifetime of the project.

Load forecasts have to be made and prices used to calculate revenues

and expenditures are those observed in the market. In consequence,

prices will include subsidies and duties, imports and exports will be

valued at the official exchange rate etc.



The financial analysis also includes examination of the profile of

liquidity throughout the project lifetime.

To compare revenues and expenditures at different points of time the

discounted net present value technique is applied. This technique

measures the time preference between consumption today and in the

future. Investments imply consumption in the future. The relevant

interest rate prevailing in the financia1 market is used as the

discount rate in the financial analyses.

Consequently, the financial analysis is a business test to see if the

project will generate sufficient revenues to cover expenditures in-

cluding debt servicing and leave enough surplus to embark on addi-

tional investments. As such, it is of great interest to the foreign

investor even though he needs to evaluate it carefully to assess his

interpretation of the financial viability of the project including

risks involved.

Critical parameters in the financial analysis of rural electrifica-

tion schemes include load level and growth, tariff development, in-

vestment costs and convertibility of the domestic currency.

Specifically foreign currency aspects should be of interest to a

donor. If the country is not credit worthy, this will block several

options of foreign finance including mixed credits.

The method of economic analyses is a bit tougher to illustrate than

the financial analyses.

In short, the economic analyses address the issues relating to effi-

cient allocation of scarce resources like arable land, mineral depos-

its, labour and capital to maximise benefits to the society from use

of these resources.

Primarily, the need for an economic analysis arises from the fact

that in most economies and specifically in developing countries,

prices observed in the market normally do not reflect the value or

cost to society of spending scarce resources efficiently. To put it



another way, observed prices like wages, official foreign exchange

rates, interest on loans, electricity tariffs and commodity prices

deviate from those which would materialise in a true competitive

market. This is called price distortions and often causes an oppor-

tunity loss to society.

To try to illustrate, let me take an example. In the electricity

sector, tariffs are often determined by politicians. The electricity

tariffs are so-called administered. As a result, the price of elec-

tricity may neither reflect production costs, nor scarcity in an

appropriate manner. A tariff below marginal production costs will in •

the short run tend to stimulate demand for power beyond production

capacity. In the long run, revenues will not be sufficient to trigger

investments in additional generating capacity. The excess demand will

cause physical rationing.

In the free market, an excess demand would put upward pressure on the

tariff and thus adjust demand to supp1y. However, the politicians

will not necessarily adjust the administered price. In that case, no

market clearing will develop.

The resulting market imbalance will create a loss to society as some

of the consumers rationed out are willing to pay a higher tariff than

that administered and some of those supplied would not. To put it

another way. Some of the consumers not supplied put a greater value

to electricity than some of those supplied. By reallocating the use

of power, a potential net benefit would be gained by society. This

can be done through the market mechanism by adjusting the electricity

prices.

The main objective of the economic analysis is to avoid the said type

of opportunity loss in investment decisions by adjusting market

prices used in the analyses to reflect the use of scarce resources.

In effect, the economic analysis is designed to secure maximum bene-

fit to society as a whole.



The main market imperfections causing price distortions are:

Administered prices like electricity tariffs, fuel prices, mini-

mum wage rate and official foreign exchange rate

Indirect taxes and subsidies

Monopolies

Externalities like pollution.

In developing countries, the major price distortions are in labour

and capital markets, some product markets like energy and the foreign

exchange market.

To adjust for these price distortions the economist establishes

resource efficiency prices or shadow prices. These replace market

prices in the economic analysis. As an example, let us consider

imports to a project. Prices of imports are determined in the inter-

national market and valued at price's including production costs,

insurance and freight (CIF). If government adds import duties to

raise revenues, this is a transfer of money from importer to govern-

ment, i.e. an internal transfer in the domestic economy. For the

nation as a whole this adds no value. To society, the value of im-

ports is the CIF price, i.e. exclusive of duties. If the duties were

included in the economic analyses, one risks to reject the project

because imports are valued at a cost higher than the real value to

society. This would then cause a wrong decision.

In general all domestic transfers like indirect taxes, duties and

subsidies are excluded in prices used in economic analyses.

Another example of efficiency price is the shadow exchange rate. If

the value of domestic currency is given far too high value officially

compared to the purchasing power of foreign exchange, then the offi-

cial exchange rate has to be adjusted to reflect the real purchasing

power of the domestic currency.

Economic analyses address the issue of efficient resource allocation.

Therefore real prices are used. A financial analysis might be based

on current prices including inflation. The financial interest rate.
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includes compensation for inflation while in the economic analysis

opportunity cost of capital is a "real price" parameter.

The economic analysis includes benefits and costs which are relevant

to society but not to the producer and therefore not included in the

financial analysis.

Examples are consumer surplus resulting from consumers savings by

switching from more expensive fuels like kerosene to power, and envi-

ronmental impacts. The relevanCe of these benefits and costs varies

with demand patterns, income level and distribution, energy consump-

tion pattern, etc. Thus they are site specific.

Both the financial and economic analyses have to be carried out in

project appraisal. In many ways they are complementary.

As for the financial analyses, the economic analyses are dependent on

estimation of a vast number of data. In the developing countries and

specifically in rural areas where available economic data are scarce,

these data requirements open for uncertainty in the calculations.

Techniques to quantify the risks explicitly in the calculations have

been developed and are to an increasing extent being used. Regard-

less, the economic and financial analyses remain within a field of

deductive rather than exact science and this calls for expertise and

experience if they are to be carried out in a justifiable way.

In the rest of this presentation, some elements of an economic analy-

sis will be addressed to illustrate the technique, its strength and

limitations.

3. Electricity Demand

The very first step in a cost/benefit analysis is to establish the

present level and likely future growth of demand for project output

in this case for electricity in a rural area. Specifically in proj-

ects like rural power supply with heavy investments and long life-

time, economic viability is sensitive to initial capacity utilisation

and sustainable demand for power generated for a long time. Prop.er



demand estimates thus become essential in project appraisal both in

the economic and the financial analyses.

Strangely enough this phase of project evaluation has often been

given low priority and even in some cases been neglected. The outcome

of the project appraisal becomes accordingly weak and random with the

risk of recommending resource-inefficient solutions. There is only

one solution to this and that is to allow the energy economist to

come in to play before or at the latest together with the power engi-

neer.

Numerous factors contribute to determine actual demand including the

size and growth of population, the spread of productive activities in

the rural area under consideration, purchasing power of consumers and

price of electricity. Population is not enough. They need purchasing

power to buy electricity at affordable prices if the potential demand

is to be released in actual electricity consumption.

The rural areas of developing countries are often characterised by a

predominantly subsistence economy or the area may be characterised

as in the take-off phase of industrialisation, defined as when per

capita GDP growth is positive or put in another way, income growth

exceeds population growth.

For the evaluation of the power market in rural areas it is essential

to pinpoint the development phase. This is site specific, however

some general observations should be valid.

For the illustration, let us use a familiar example - the development

of Norwegian power production.

At the turn of the century, power consumption was low and remained so

for a long time till it accelerated quickly after the Second World

War (Fig. 1). Growth has slowed down during the recent decade or so.

The development is typical for any economy in transition from a pre-



dominantly subsistence to a post-industrialised society. It follows

the pattern of development in productive activities and the steepness



of the curve representing commercial energy consumption during indus-

trialisation will much depend on the domestic primary energy resource

base influencing the extent of viable energy-intensive industries.

Regardless, per capita energy consumption will increase during indus-

trialisation.

The transition from a subsistence to industrialised economy is also

characterised by change in the mix of energy sotircesfrom non-commer-

cial like wood, dung and crop residue to commercial like hydropower

and hydrocarbons. In Norway the development has been as presented in

Fig. 2. In the SADCC area, the status is as described in Fig. 3.

Now let us consider two phases of rural development:

the very early termed subsistence, and

the early industrialisation termed take-off.

In the subsistence situation, energy consumed is predominantly non-

commercial even though some electricity may be in use from autogene-

rators (like diesel and windmills). Introduction of additional elec-

tricity will primarily have a potential to substitute woodfuel in

cooking and lighting. Furthermore there is a limited potential for

expansion in electricity consumption in domestic use, government for

air-conditioning/heating or lighting, handicrafts and small-scale

industries. However, the per capita level of energy consumption is

low, purchasing power very limited and the expected short-term growth

in electricity demand very moderate.

The postulate that supply of electricity will reduce deforestation

through less consumption of woodfuel is not automatically true. In

fact, a recent study of the woodfuel situation in SADCC clearly

brings out that lack of energy is not considered the main constraint

for development by the rural population. In general, the multiplier

effect to a rural subsistence society of introducing electricity

still has not been convincingly demonstrated where attempts have been

made to introduce electricity for this reason. We will return to a

technique for estimating the value of deforestation when introducing

electricity in a rural area.
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In general, project appraisals of rural electrification in the sub-

sistence phase often turn out not to be economically viable. The

exceptions are often where one or a few relatively large consumers

exist. If not, even handsome estimation of indirect benefits due to

increased use of public lighting, reduced deforestation, reduced

urbanisation, etc., often is not enough to make the projects viable.

When approaching the take-off phase, the preconditions for justifi-

able introduction of electricity to a rural society increases. The

per capita level of commercial energy consumption is higher, purchas-

ing power improving and the expected growth in electricity demand

encouraging.

Thus electricity supply to the rural areas has to be seen as tuned in

with the whole transition from a subsistence to an industrialised

economy. When commercial energy consumption increases, electricity

demand will be a crucial component also in rural areas where the com-

petitive advantage of electricity is specifically in lighting, air-

conditioning/heating, refrigeration and motive power. Rural electri-

fication will thus have to be part of an electrification strategy for

the whole of the economy. It will naturally start out from the major

demand centres and gradually increase through local generating plants

and grid extensions both in the distribution and transmission net-

work.

In my opinion, the main question in rural electrification is not

whether or not to go ahead but when and with what combination of

supply options.

The timing as to when to start is the most critical decision to make.

4. Supply Options


Broadly speaking, African countries are in the subsistence phase in

rural areas using probably some autogeneration. Public supplies are

brought to the larger demand centres.



Asian and Latin American countries are in general more mature in

electrification. In many places these countries are in the process of

combining various supply options of electricity to rural areas in-

cluding autogeneration by mini-hydro or diesel stations and grid

extensions.

When now turning to supply options of electricity in rural areas, one

should not forget that the viable project solution results from an

optimisation simultaneously taking into account demand and supply

characteristics. To handle the problem in practice, however, we have

to constrain the problem into partial analyses.

For lack of time, we will not address the issue of optimising plant

size and the total combination of supply options under restrictions

given by demand and supply characteristics. In the case of a mini-

hydro these supply characteristics include hydrological characteris-

tics, floW of river, plant size characteristics as to topography, dam

size, environmental impacts and location of plant site in relation to

demand centres.

Here, the objective is simply to illustrate some economic and finan-

cial characteristics of mini-hydro schemes assuming fixed demand pro-

jections and plant size - i.e. we have already decided on the design

of the mini-hydro scheme including electromechanical equipment, dam,

headrace tunnel, penstock and tailrace canal. Costing of the mini-

hydropower scheme is thus straightforward.

The two situations sketched above are recalled, i.e. the subsistence

and the take-off phase of development.

In the subsistence phase the question is whether or not to invest in

electricity generation. The alternative to electricity is predomi-

nantly biomass.

The technique used to decide whether to implement the electrification

programme is to calculate the NPV, For the project to be viable in

economic terms, total discounted net benefits have to exceed 0, i.e.

total discounted benefits have to be greater than total discounted



costs. In this case, estimation of costs is relatively straightfor-

ward. However, quantification of benefits is more difficult:

Because of lack of data for demand of project output

No market to indicate value of indirect benefits.

The benefit of substituting wood by electricity may be measured by

the price paid for wood in the market if it exists. However, if non-

existent, the value has to be estimated considering elements like:

* Value of time used to collect wood according to the revenue

foregone by not putting this labour to use in a next best alter-

native, i.a. agricultural production.

* Loss in productive capacity of the land surrounding the forest

due to hydrological repercussions of wood felling or more gen-

eral, - a forest depletion premium.

If the alternative cost of labour is low and wood felling not signif-

icantly in excess of the reproductive capacity of the forest, these

direct benefits become small. This is often the case in rural areas

of countries in Southern Africa.

Only when direct benefits are high as in cases with fuel-switching

from kerosene for lighting and cooking rendering the Economic Inter-

nal Rate of Return close to the acceptable level, indirect benefits

like street lighting, increased use of public infrastructure, etc.

may play a decisive role to make the project economically viable.

One way to facilitate the presentation to politicians is to residual-

ly determine the value of wood for energy. This is done as follows:

Consider a situation where the cost estimates of a mini-hydro scheme

are available. Data on wood consumption are also estimated. The price

of wood is then determined as the price that makes NPV equal to zero.

Politicians will normally be able to relate to this price of wood and

decide whether wood is more or less worth. If wood is considered to

be less worth than the residually determined price, then the mini-

hydro scheme is not economically viable.



In the take-off case, let us assume that the decision to electrify

has been taken.

In this case, benefits are equal regardless of supply option. The

problem is reduced to identifying the least-cost option of the alter-

natives at stake. These are normally:

Mini hydropower plant

Diesel generator

Grid extensions.

Other options include photovoltaic cells and wind power.

The cost characteristics of these options vary with size and capacity

utilisation of plant, distance between consumer centres, distance

between consumers and generation site/transmission grid, specifics of

the hydropower scheme site - specifically dam size and shape, etc.

Normally, autogeneration will have an advantage over grid extension

in the early phases of rural electrification. However, when grid

extension is introduced, substantial economies of scale are inherent

in marginal extension of the rural distribution network as the

already implemented extensions are sunk cost.

In our case study we have chosen to compare a mini-hydro scheme with

a diesel generator set-up. This situation is considered of relevance

as these in many cases are competing options for electrification in

rural areas of the main comparative partners of Norwegian development

assistance.

The indicator to be used here for selection of the least-cost option

of rural electrification is the EUEC (Economic Unit Energy Cost)

defined as

qj ,t
= opportunity cost

of capital

c1.,t= cost of component21 j in period t

Xt = power sales in
period t

EUEC



This formula describes variations in EUEC by changes in the opportu-

nity cost of capital when the cost structure and development of the

power scheme (q.,t) and electricity demand (Xt) are given.

The EUEC is thus suited to rank projects dependent on the opportunity

cost of capital.

The opportunity cost of capital is society's measure of the return

from the best alternative investment foregone by investing in the

project under consideration.

Based on Norconsult computer software and data from one of our stud-

ies of mini-hydro schemes in rural electrification in Africa, a base

case has been computed with the following results (Fig. 4).

The steepest upward sloping curve is the mini-hydro alternative, the

flattest diesel.

The diagram shows that the switching value of opportunity cost is

7.5 per cent. The interpretation of the diagram is that if capital is

scarce to the extent that only projects yielding more than 7.5 per

cent in economic terms are allowed to be implemented, then diesel is

the least-cost option. The reason is that diesel is less capital-

intensive than mini-hydro in the early phase thus making running

expenses of less importancreas opportunity cost increases.

Thus, governments by deciding on the numeric value of the opportunity

cost give signals as to the ranking of development projects dependent

on capital intensity.

Through our stylised example effects of changes in the following

parameters are illustrated.

Diesel scheme parameters

Maintenance (- 20/+ 60) Fig. 4.1

Real cost of fuels (-4--3% annual growth rate) Fig. 4.2

Economic lifetime
of diesel generators (10 and 15 years) Fig. 4.3



SHP scheme parameters

Civil works SHP Labour-intensive technology

Electricit demand forecast

Growth: 4% and 12%

Initial annual demand: 8 GWh

Foreign exchan e rate

Adjustment factor: 2

Fig. 4.4

Fig. 4.5

Fig. 4.6

These sensitivity analyses clearly demonstrate the usefulness and

limitations of the cost/benefit analysis. It is a partial analysis.

By choosing assumptions the analysis may be twisted to serve specific

predetermined solutions. Thus care has to be taken to avoid that the

analysis is used for window dressing. Accordingly ample funds should

be made available in project budgets to secure proper economic and

financial screening of the project. Expertise, experience and time

are required to identify the viable investment options and avoid

investments in resource-inefficient projects.

5. Norwegian Develo ment Cooperation and Rural Electrification - Some

Economic Considerations

In some cases rural electrification projects may not be financially

viable with commercial finance while the economics of the project to

society are sound. Development assistance through grants or soft cre-

dits will then be justified to make the project financially viable.

In these cases the economic analysis may act as a rationale for the

donor to enter into the project, even though the financial analysis

turns out negative with commercial finance.

However, the arguments from utilities for grant finance should always

be carefully screened. Even if the project is financially sound with

commercial finance, the utility will always want soft finance to fur-

ther improve its profitability. Donors have to examine whether the

project is economically sound and whether their soft finance is re-

quired to make the project financially viable.

bi



Some might argue that grants are free of charge and thus capital

costs to the recipient is zero. This is true in financial terms.

However, as a productive asset, the capital has a value to society

regardless of the financial costs. Thus the opportunity cost of capi-

tal is not dependent on financial cost. Society would always have an

incitement to put all finance available to the best productive use.

The reasoning in economic analyses assumes free movement on produc-

tion factors like labour and capital. This means that if money is not

spent for one alternative it can be used for any other project in the

country. In Norwegian Development Assistance some funds are allocated

by sectors. Budget constraints in Norway and also practice may thus

violate this precondition of free factor movement for efficient re-

source allocation, thus imposing a price distortion on the recipient

country. For instance, if funds are allocated for energy projects,

but could be more economically spent-in education and Norway is not

prepared to change funds into education, this would impose misalloca-

tion of resources.

If development assistance is tied - either formally or by practice -

to deliveries from the donor country, this may impose another oppor-

tunity loss on the recipient. This happens when donor country sup-

pliers are not competitive and sell at higher prices than those

prevailing in the international market for comparable goods and ser-

vices. There are exceptions to this like the Norwegian rationale

behind matching funds. We may revert to that during our discussions.

A last issue for debate relates to whether Norwegian development

assistance has a specific role to play in rural electrification. Nor-

way has electricity sector expertise and technology of relevance to

the developing world - not least in small-scale hydropower schemes.

However, we risk losing our expertise as our domestic market of new

investments slows down while there still is some time till the mar-

kets in developing countries leap forward. The question then arises

whether Norwegian development assistance has a specific role to play

to secure availability of our technology in rural electrification by

bridging the gap between our tail-end phase of development and the

take-off phase of our main cooperating partners.



In my opinion our expertise and production facilities for rural elec-

trification have primarily to stand on their own feet in interna-

tional competition if our expertise etc, is going to be useful to the

developing countries. A donor-financed share of Norwegian production

of small-scale hydropower equipment beyond a certain percentage -

probably not higher at any one point than 20-30 per cent would

hardly be recommendable.

Small-scale hydropower technology is a mature technology well suited

to be transferred to low-cost countries. To transfer our technology

in this field, joint ventures between Norwegian companies in rural

electrification and suitable counterparts among our main cooperating

partners should be promoted.
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FIGURES

Hydropower Production in Norway, 1930-1987

Energy Consumption in Norway by Source, 1900-1980

SADCC Energy Consumption, 1984

Economic Unit Energy Cost of Power Generation by Small-Scale Hydro

(H) and Diesel (D) Base Case

Sensitivity tests illustrating changes in:

4.1 Maintenance Costs

4.2 Real Cost of Fuels

4.3 Economic Lifetime of Diesel Generators

4.4 Growth of Electricity Demand

4.5 Initial Electricity Demand

4.6 Foreign Exchange Rate.
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CROSSOVER POINT ON DISCOUNT RATE
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ECONOMIC UNIT ENERGY COST
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POWER MARKET DEVELOPMENT
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RURAL ELECTRIFICATION - FOCUSSING ON THE IMPLICATIONS FOR
THE SERVICE TARGET GROUPS.

Presentation at Seminar on Rural Electrification and
Norwe ian Develo ment Assistance, Oslo, 14-15th March 1989.

Anne - Lise Klausen, Nordic Consulting Group A/S.

1. Introduction.

A programme of rural electrification is understood to be the
provision of a certain type of technology i.e., a
reticulated electricity net. The basis for this seminar is
to discuss the provision of this type of technology to rural
users, how and where.

In my view, this is not the correct starting point. Rather,
the question should be: does energy have priority at all for
people - and is a change of present energy sources even a
matter of concern. This angle to policy formulation and
planning, which is often described as the socio-cultural
approach, should be the starting point rather than the
technology options.

With this in mind it is still the topic of the seminar to
discuss rural electrification. A lengthy debate about the
definition and use of the concept "rural electrification"
should be avoided. On the other hand, it is crucial, from my
viewpoint, because I intend to discuss the implications of
electrification upon the beneficiaries or service target
groups.

Does rural electrification encompass "rural" in the meaning
of:

village, in the sense of a limited number of
subsistence farming households but one which is not a
service centre.

service centre, within a rural setting at district and
sub-district level i.e. a society which has developed
certain urban characteristics.

I will in the following use the concept "rural
electrification" covering both of these meanings.

Initially I will take up the implications for rural dwellers
in the village setting, and secondly for a service centre
situated in a rural area. It is my view that the
implications for the target groups to be served are quite
different in those two situations. It is however important
to take up these two situations for review at the stage of
policy formulation.



Scandinavian donor agencies are charged with the political
responsibility of channeling aid to poverty groups in the
Third World, especially the rural poor. These comprise, in
African countries, between 70-90% of the population. These
are mainly subsistence farmers in rural villages with very
few economic resources. Are they also the target group
identified by donor agencies to benefit from rural
electrification ?

In the following I will describe two situations and the
implications of an electrification programme upon the
service target groups in the two situations. From this will
follow a project example. I then intend to relate it to a
planning situation, i.e. how to establish relevant knowledge
of the users and to predict impact. And finally, how to have
the socio-cultural aspect as the starting point for a donor
funded rural electrification programme.

2. Two Situations.

All countries, areas, ethnic groups, have their
peculiarities based on environmental adaptation, social and
econonic organization etc. However, I will still argue that
there are certain common features. For the purpose of this
paper, my examples will be limited to eastern Africa, south
of the Sahara.

2.1. The Village.

In village situations there are different levels of
specialization and different kinds of agricultural
production depending on country, area, social organization
etc. But more general features are: low population density,
the majority of the population living as subsistence
farmers, very little potential for irrigation, both because
of lack of a (reliable) water source and lack of capital for
investment. The level of service provision is low, that is
in terms of access to drinking water, health and education
facilities and all extension services. There are, in many of
these rural societies, a higher percentage of women, because
men have migrated to a town in search of wage labour. In
general there is hardly any specialization and very limited
circulation of cash. In most countries between 70-90% of the
population are said to live under these circumstances.

They can be considered as being poor, both in economic terms
and also with regards to access to services. Reading the
policy programmes of Scandinavian aid agencies, these
societies are in essence those who fall within the defined
target groups for donor funded assistance.

Is electricity a priority here and what implications would
electricity have for people in such circumstancels ?

I would argue that electricity is not a riorit for these
households. Other issues are at stake, mere survival,
education, health, and access to water. There are no small
industries and little potential for this kind of activity. A
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clinic and a school would benefit from the use of radios,
fridges and lights. But this limited need could also be
provided by energy sources such as solar panels. Households
would at the most use a 40w light bulb a couple of hours
every day. The energy source for cooking would still be
firewood, because provision of electricity does not mean
that poor households can acquire cookers. Electricity in
such a rural society would mean light only.

It can be argued that electricity would improve quality of
life but not to the extent of providing more essentials,
such as a guaranteed harvest output, etc. Electrification is
not a riorit for poor rural households.

Considered in more economic terms, people would not be able
to invest in connections unless the connection fees are held
very low; in this case the electricity corporation would not
be able to recover either its investment or cover its
running costs.

To summarise I do not think rural electrification, using
rural in the sense villaqe outside the service centres, and
thereby encompassing areas with definite poverty
characteristics, are feasible target areas for
electrification. Neither from the user point of view or the
supplier point of view - and the donor would therefore also
have to accept that this target group will not be reached.

2.2. District and Sub-District Service Centres.

Å secondary centre at sub-district or even at district
level, is often characterized by increased specialization
and growth. Increased specialization also means social
stratification and economic differentiation. Traders,
possibly small industries, administrations, and social
institutions such as hospitals and schools, provide a market
for electricity. There are households at various income
levels and these have different needs for electrical
appliances.

In a society like this electricity will have a much more
diverse use than provision of light alone. But it is also
likely to have the impact of benefitting some groups in the
society more than others and speed up the process of
increased specialization. I think that in a small urban
setting the users are likely to be much more interested and
aware of the benefits of electricity. I am not certain that
it is a priority for the poorer households, who will only
use light.

The energy situation in a non-electrified service centre is
likely to have the following characteristics: Firewood and
charcoal is expensive, it is difficult to collect and for
some households it is a major burden on the budget. When
electrified the well - off households will attempt to switch



to electric cookers. But all other households will continue
to depend on firewood for cooking.

Present light requirements are provided by kerosene and gas
lamps; however, in general, it is uncommon for people in the
rural areas to stay up after dark. Electric light will
change this; it is likely to replace most other light
sources and it is likely to be cheaper.

Services and administrations are likely to provide more
efficient customer services. For small industries
electricity can be the catalyst for adaptation of new
production methods.

Electricity opens up new possibilities in small service
centres, but the stumbling block for exploitation of these
is access to capital. This implies that those with capital
are in an advantageous position from the outset, while those
without capital will have a nore limited use for, (and
benefits from) electricity.

The question is not only if there is a market for
electricity in a service centre. It is also a question of
the degree to which the society will change under the
influence of electricity provision. If a donor decides to go
into electrification projects in small service centres, it
is important to realise that inputs in the forn of
additional support programmes might be necessary i.e. if the
donor naintains that the poor should have a maximum share of
the advantages and benefits provided by electricity.

2.3. An Example.

I will give an example of the two situations I have just
outlined. A district in South Eastern Ethiopia, which is in
the process of being electrified, based on donor funding.

2.3.1. A Service Centre.

The town or service centre has a population of 4000 people.
It is an administrative centre, a trading centre and
recently an army camp has been built in the vicinity. And
now electricity will be another agent of change.

The town has for many years been an administrative and small
trading centre. There is a sawmill with 65 people employed.
The saw mill will not be able to expand its production,
because of Government restrictions on cutting of trees. The
only other small industries in the town are 12 grain mills
which meet the demand for milling of various types of grain.

The army camp has changed the society profoundly. Business
has become more lucrative, because money from the camp is
recycled in the town in different ways. The service sector
now has a dominant position in relation to trade and

 administration, both

as a source of income and as a source
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of employment. Business people come and settle from larger
urban centres - only to do business in the town.

Four years ago the small town had 2 hotels. There are now 15
and another 26 are under construction. Hotels should be
understood as simply built resthouses (brothels). A large
number of women have opened local honey beer bars in their
own house, and lowest on the scale are the suppliers, the
honey beer brewers. According to Municipality Estimates, the
service sector employs all adults in town who are not in the
Government Service, nor are shop or grain mill owners. At
present there are large bars and small bars with and without
beds, but everybody can basically offer the same service,
i.e. non-cooled drinks in candle light.

How is this going to change with electricity ?

The electricity corporation has proposed a very low
connection fee, so most people in town should be able to
afford a connection. Thus even the poorer strata are likely
to benefit and have electric light. But how will electricity
influence the society as a whole and effect the linkages
between the various groups?

The main reason for the influx of business people, who come
in from outside, is the possibility to make money. They know
about the existence of the army camp and they have heard
that the town will be electrified. They have capital for
investments. They build their hotels, they have already
bought videos, coffeemakers, fridges, "ghetto blasters",
etc. When electricity becomes a reality, they will attract
the majority of the bar customers. This category of business
people will offer a range of entertainments and work in a
situation of competition with each other.

The smaller bars, run by local people, face considerable
difficulties. They do not have capital for investments in
electrical appliances and they risk being left behind.
Hence, electrification will become a catalyst for
differentiation in the service sector. Many of the smaller
bars are likely to close; some of their owners will, instead
of running their own enterprise, become suppliers of
homebrewed liquors and beers to the hotels. And the well-off
business people will distance themselves further in terms of
incomes from the rest.

It was clear in our survey that none of the business people,
who expect to earn their fortunes in the service sector will
reinvest their profits in the productive sector. And if they
should do so, it would certainly be somewhere else (for
example,their own home area). So the productive sector is
likely to remain unchanged. There is very little initiative
for any productive undertakings, apart from the existing
grain mills and the saw mill. These will work cheaper and
more efficiently with electricity than they do on diesel.
Institutions such as the hospital and the school will be
able to improve and extend their services.



The quality of life will undoubtedly improve for everybody.
Because of light in the houses, streetlights, better quality
of the hospital, and access to evening classes.

To summarise, everybody will benefit from electricity and
even the poor. But not as much as the people who are better
off, and who are in a position to turn the provision of
electricity into an economic advantage for themselves.

The point is that, prior to the start of the project, the
donor should analyse the projected impact of elec-
trification, before supporting a scheme. Does electricity
create an economic momentum in this case ? And if so, is
this change in the society facilitated by electricity,
something a donor, whose major concern is to support poverty
groups should be engaged in? And if a donor knows the
consequences of electrification and accept these, isn't it
then necessary also to assist with support programmes
related to the electrification programme. These could be,
for example, assistance to more productive developments or
small credit schemes to purchase electrical appliances.

The society I have quoted in my example above may be a
special case, but I doubt it. However, the above example
does show that it is valuable and important for the
potential donor to acquire a structured and analytical
knowledge of the project's socio-cultural context before the
start of the project.

2.3.2. The Village Situation.

Outside the service centre we conducted a survey in two
large villages 10km and 35km from the town centre. The aim
was to look at the potential for extending the reticulation
network. In accordance with Government policy, people have
been "re-settled"in settlements with an average of 2000
people in each. In our sample, 35% of those interviewed did
not know what electricity was, and of the ones who knew
about electricity, only the teachers knew that it could be
used for more than light.

In the village setting, firewood is the main energy source
for cooking and for light. It is free - gathered in the
forest by women and children. When there is a feast a
kerosene lamp ( i.e. an old beer bottle with a wick) is
purchased. Such are the present energy uses.

There is poverty in these villages, it is difficult to make
ends meet, the water supply is poor, the school is
constructed from mud and so is the clinic. - Electricity is
not a priority within this situation.

But here people are poor and an obvious target group for
donor support. However, rural electrification does not seem
to be an appropriate measure when people are so poor. Donor
agencies have to consider whether the target orientation in
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rural electrification programmes should be oriented at the
poor.

It is my view that if this target orientation is insisted
upon, then donors should not go into rural electrification.
If, however, a pragmatic line is taken and the donor
realises the socio-cultural consequences of rural elec-
trification. I do believe that appropriate planning and
support programmes will make it possible that
electrification can also benefit the poorer strata in small
service centres.

2.4. The Socio-Cultural Consequences for the Target Groups.

I have chosen this example from Ethiopia because, it shows
a poor rural society with an urban enclave. In the service
centre, electricity will have a major impact upon the lives
of everybody, but those with capital will be able to use
electricity as a means economic gain. So here the poor will
also benefit, but not to the same extent as the ones who are
better off. In the village situation, where people are very
poor, electricity is hardly known, and there are more basic
needs to be addressed. In this situation, the poor will
hardly benefit from reticulated electricity.

One could have found examples where villages have a higher
level of economic activity than the one brought forward
here; as well as examples of service centres, which do not
have a structure with a dominating service sector, but is
nore production oriented. This could mean that electricity
will have a completely different impact. There are also many
examples of how electricity has created a "take-off"
situation for a small society.

The points are

that the combination of village setting and low level
of economic activity, should exclude an area from
being considered for electrification programmes.

From a Scandinavian donor point of view this means
that the poorest of the poor cannot be the target
group for rural electrification programmes.

small service centres are likely to benefit from
electrification. Those in the society with access to
capital are likely to use electricity to further
economic gains. The poorer will also benefit, but much
more because electricity means comfort and
convenience.

The fundamental question is still that a focus on
"rural electrification" is a technology decision. It
is assumed without uestion - that "rural elec-
trification" is relevant. From the user angle it will
be a need in certain societies, but other energy



solutions could be more relevant, or electricity and
energy might not be a priority at all.

Donors should realise that electrification speeds up
the process of economic differentiation. If the
poverty issue should be taken into account support
programmes such as credit schemes and small industry
support represent a possibility of lessening the
economic differentiation and allow poorer strata to
also benefit in economic terms from electrification.

Who wants rural electrification in the third world
countries?

Is it rural people because electrification is seen
as a means to alleviate certain constraints ?

Is it the electricity organizations, which either
have been given the task of electrifying rural areas
as a political directive or consider it to be
financially feasible ?

Or is it just the donor agencies which would like
to promote their own industrial products and sell
equipment ?

These basic issues should be clear to policy makers involved
in any rural electrification programme. Assuming that the
answer to my points are that the ideal situation, as
described below, exists:

Electrification is a means to alleviate certain
constraints in a rural society; in addition, the
service target groups are, although not exclusively
the poor, still acceptable to the donor agencies and,
finally, the most appropriate technology happens to be
available in Norway.

Then it can be relevant to suggest how the target group
aspect can be taken up in the planning process. However, if
it is clear from the beginning that this is not possible,
then there is no need even to try and integrate socio-
cultural issues into the planning process.

3. Incorporation of the Target Group Aspect in Planning.

The electricity organizations are essentially not interested
in rural electrification. In some countries they have, for
political reasons, been charged with the responsibility for
dealing with the subject. To look at rural electrification
from the user angle in socio-cultural terms, and not just
in terms how many kilowatt hours a consumer is likely to
use, that is not of the least interest to electricity
organizations. Their main concern is that electrification of
an area must be financially sound for the organization,



which of course means that there must becLnumber of
commercial consumers.

There are, of course, some organizations that increasingly
take an interest in the user angle. Tanesco in Tanzania is
in the process of working out a set of criteria which
combines socio-economic with financial criteria for
electrification of rural areas. EELPA in Ethiopia is at
present, through donor funding, having a socio-economist
trained for this purpose.

But still, the incorporation of the target group aspect in
planning is not a concern in most recipient countries .

In spite of this donor agencies should still ensure that
this aspect becomes an integrated part of the rural
electrification programmes that they support. This is still
assuming that the purpose of the donor involvement is not
exclusively to deliver technology.

In the identification and appraisal phases the donor should
carry out a socio-economic/socio-cultural survey (I have
presented the minimum requirements for such a survey in an
Annex).

The result of this survey is that the structure of the
society in question is analysed, and the likely impact of
electrification upon the various groups of consumers of
electricity is proposed. This knowledge allows the donor to
foresee the consequences of the physical investments upon
the user groups. It will be clear to what extent
electrification is a priority and for who in the society.
It will also be clear if alternative energy solutions would
be more appropriate and if certain support programmes are
needed to maximise the benefits for the poorer groups. This
could be in the field of industrial development and thereby
employment creation.

I will therefore argue that a proper planning phase
incorporates a socio/economic analysis in the identi-
fication/appraisal phase. Only if this analysis meets the
expectations of the donor and the recipient country should
the project be agreed upon.

If a programme is agreed upon a thorough baseline study and
an investigation of support programmes should be the basis
for implementation. This would mean that the user would be
in focus, and that as much consideration for the poorer
strata as possible is taken into account.
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4. Conclusions.

Donors should realise that rural electrification is an
application of technology. It is not per se a solution to
certain contraints identified in rural communities in the
Third World. It is, however crucial at the policy stage to
ask the basic question: Who needs electricity and for what ?
and who benefits ? This is where the socio-cultural or user
analysis comes in as a planning instrument.

Donors should also realise that in programmes of rural
electrification it is difficult to tackle the poverty issue.
It is not a relevant service to provide to the rural poor,
because they cannot absorb such a service, and it is not a
priority. Rural electrification should rather focus on
service centres in rural areas, and in this connection it
should be realised that the ones who are better off are
likely to benefit more from the service than the ones who
have fewer economic resources. In order to ensure that also
the poorer groups benefit in more economic terms, activities
where electricity can be identified as being a catalyst for
development - such as creation of productive employment
opportunities - should be supported.



Annex 1.
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Socio-
Rural

Guidelines for Minimum Requirements for
Economic/Socio-Cultural Analysis preceding
Electrification Programme.

Focus of analysis:

Population. Ethnic Groups, employment
settlement and migration patterns.

Social Organization. Household structure,
stratification, distribution of income,
patterns, gender relations.

structure,

size, social
interaction

3. Institutions and Services. Health, education,
political organization, cooperatives, donors, infra-
structure, access to and affordability of services.

A. Agricultural Production Systems. Arable farming,
livestock, off-farm income sources, survival stra-
tegies.

Industrial and Commercial Characteristics. Production,
types of services, employment, and marketing.

Use of Ehergy Sources. For all sectors a sample survey
including a selection of a control group of present
sources of energy, access, volume and costs and the
relative advantage of electricity.

This information should be used to

outline the existing structure of the society.

project the impact of electrification upon the user
groups.

determine if electricity is at all a priority in the
society.

if the consequences will be in accordance with donor
policy, and if so which support programmes should be
embarked upon. These are likely to be most beneficial
to the users if they are administered locally, and
with very few pre-conditions attached.

This type of survey should precede any decision by the
donor.



Seminar on Rural Electrification

Project Appraisal and Selection, Methology and Criteria

Design and Engineering

by Oddvar Espegren

Some ten yeare ago I vas working on the largest Norwegian
funded energy sector project, Stiegler's Gorge Hydro Project
in Tanzania. The project was a great challenge to the engineers
involved and vas a valuable transfer of Norwegian knovhow
to a thirdworld environment. Unfortunately the project vas
premature in the Tanzanian context, and vas early found to
be not viable both economically and linancially.

Since that time I have been involved in development management
and less rith my original profession. My presentation may
therefore overlap vith some of the other papers.

have chosen to divide my presentation into 3 parts:

Some basic assumptions on rural electrification
Points on design and engineering practice
A model for appraisal and selection

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

1. Rural electrification is primarily benefitting the middle
class group in semiurban centers.

My proposition is based on observations in third world countries
such as Sudan, Mali,Tanzania,Kenya,India and Bangladesh, and
a grouping into three poor, middle class and rich. The rich
and a large part of the middle class are found in urban areas
vhere electricity is already available. 1n the rural areas
the only people interested in electricity would be middle
class: classified government employees, businessmenn, landowners,
workshop operators etc.

New customers of electric power often view electricity as
a symbol of affluence and status rather than a useful source
of energy. Electric lighting announces a middle class
lifestyle.Following lighting priority would be given to radio/TV,
refrigeration, fans in the household and irrigation pumps,and
sawmills and welding in the production sector. High consumption
items like airconditioning, vater heating, will normally only
be found among the rich in urban areas only.



My point is that rural electricity demand follows social and
economic patterns that require inputs from non-engineering
professions.

Basic electricity demand inputdata are fundamental to the
project success.

The forecast on peak energy and capacity for Tanzania may
illustrate this point more clearly. Both project design and
economic vaiability of the Stieglers Gorge Project were very
sensitive to the chosen forecast. This is especially true
in countries of low grovth, low levela of income and
education/training.

In addition to peak capacity and energy demand the utility
factor in a day, week and year should be eatimated carefully.
Lovest level of energy and capacity may also be decisive for
the design.

The initial consumption pattern before the project is
implemented is usually one of sporadic use of diesel generators.
The demand criteria and the forecast has to be based on
interviews present and potential users. The widdle class is
here the main focus group. In addition, government and private
sector investment plans must be identified and analized. Often
the plans are far beyond the practical and possible economic
growth levels. It may be quite a job to identify projects
that have a firm level of commitment. The timing of the
investment, the load factor, and the effect on peak capacily
and energy forecast may become a massiVe guesswork If the
engineers involved lack the experience required.

Use of local knowhow, local material and equipment and
local practises will secure a higher level of success.

Looking at the distribution system in a third world village
many Norwegian engineers shake their head in disgust. We may
therefore make the great mistake of dieregarding local knovhov,
practices and equipment totally.

The local practices are usually a combination of the colonial
history and adaptions to local conditions. There will be a
logical reason behind most practices and choise of
material. These should be carefully reviewed before suggested
changes are introduced. I have personally seen time and again
how each donor country supplies its ovn equipment making
standardization for the host country impossible and requiring
large inpute of "training' by donor country consultants. Training
of Norwegian engineers may have been more appropriatef

My experiance is that there are more trained personell in
the host country than usually expected, and that earlier studies
and documentation is available on the most unexpected projects.

The legal side og electrical engineering projects is often
ignored, areas that may cause costly redesigning at later

stages of the projects.



POINTS ON DESIGN

Extension of existing netvork projects

Such rural electrification projects normally involve a medium
voltage level transmission line, a substation and a lov-voltage
distribution netvork in the village or center to be supplied.

From my limited experience vith such projects I vill limit
my comments to tvo issues: poverlines and control of voltage
level.

Poverlines:
In Norvay engineers are trained to emphasize strength of
structures and equipment to vithstand our climatic conditions.
In tropical countries climatic and environmental factors are
quite different.

Grassfires occur at the end of the dry season resulting in
shortcircuiting and reduction of strength in structures and
crosebare. Intense sooting from fire and later rain may result
in operational and maintenance probleme if not considered
during design.

Termites, vild aninals, though exotic, may need to be considered
from past experience. Intense percipitation, often resulting
in flash floods, has proved to be a problem that foreign
engineers have not taken enough account of. I have only to
refer to road and culverts undermined by erosion only fev
years after construction.

The other important factor in Norvegian engineering is a high
level of reliability as the opurtunity cost of electricity
is set very high.

In developing countries it makes more sense to give priority
to COSTS, both for conetruction and for operation and maintenanc-
e. Material and equipment of local origin should
be given priority economically by shadov pricing but also
technically be improving quality and if necessary by reducing
technical standards. With experience from many developing
project, as vell as the oil industry, I have seen shocking
example of "cost unconsciousness" among engineers. Such days
are nov over in the oil industry and should be over also vithin
development cooperation.
Costs are an integral part of design, especially in a country
having to make tough priority decisions.



Voltage level control

We who have travelled in developing countries vill know from
experience that the voltage level varies from 4-10):to -307.
depending on time of day, etc. In rural electrification this
is a major engineering challenge because of long distances
and minimum low "peak" load levels. This situation is seldom
found in Norway and may require much local experience to lind
the right compromise in design, cost and future demand.

Nev independantelectrificationproject.

Such a rural electrificationproject may consistof
a pover productionunit, normally smallscalehydro or diesel,
vith necessarytransmissionlines, substationsand distribution
netvork.The small-scalehydro is the most interesting,both
from engineering,but also from a development point of
viev. Hydro pover is limited to countriesvith perennial
streams/riversvithin some 30 to 50 km of the main load center.
To competevith diesel productionin rural electrification
the hydro plant vould normally have to be of sowe size,
200 KW or more.

From an engineeringpoint of viev the challangeis primarily
costs, secondlyoperation/maintenance.

Frow a development point of view the project lends itself
to an integrated approach vith establishment of vocational
training, workshops of many kinds, small scale industry, local
consultants, power company establishments, etc. Tibetmisjonens
example from Nepal proves this point.
Using the project a 5 to 10 year multisector programme can
be implemented.

By using open canals instead of tunnels, manual labour instead
of machines, local vood poles instead of imported steel, local
surveyors and engineers instead of expatriates cost are reduced
and local development aims amplified. Such efforts will also
increase denand for electricity and thereby secure the economy
of the project.

I would especially emphasize the importance of the organization
to operate and own the production and distribution facilities.
In some countries local councils are allowed to develop hydro
resources, and thereby augment their income for the benefit
of a large population. If local private investors of consumers
may be involved (with a minority share) it may be possible
to combine the best of two worlds!

Production units using diesel, solar,wind or wave power vill
normally involve local resources and manpower to a'less degree,
and are therfore of less interest as an integrated development
programme.
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NODEL FOR APPRAISALAND SELECTION

The follovingis a brief presentationof a model for economic
assesmentof a electrificationproject based on the cost-benefit
model used for the SteiglersGorge Project.

Assumption:An agreed upon demand forecastshall be supplied
at lowestpossiblecost.

Note: An evaluationof priority of using scarce funds of
electricsupply vs, education,health or agriculture
is assumed done outside the model.

Questionsanevered:Shall the identifiedproject be developed?
If so, at what time?

Procedure:
All optionsof supplyingthe defined demand must be
identifiedand apecifiedon:incrementsize, cost, energy
and capacity,foreign exchange component,labour component,
o and m coste, extraordianrylimitationsas to costs,
environment,technicallimitations,etc.

The contestingprojecte are placed in various feasable
timingqueues. One or more of the alternativesmust exclude
the identifiedproject.

3.All costs identifiedfor each option are placed in a yearly
sequencefor each alternativecourse of action and the
net preeent value calculated at one basic calculation rate.

Results:
The identified project is justified if one or more of the
'queues' with the project have a lower NPV than the one vithout.

The "queue" with the lowest NPV will give the most economic
timingof the identifiedproject.

Sensitiveitytest on critical parameters vill indicate hov
"firma the main result is.

The analyses can be supplementedby calculatingthe benefit/cost
ratio and internal rate of return.

The Horvegian engineer has a long tradition vithin rural
electrification in a country that has the largest consumption
of electricity per capita in the vorld.

Hovever, in developing countries our track record is not the
best. But it can be improved by listening and learning from
experienced field personell. Hay this seminar and this
presentation be a step in the right direction.



ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES OF FLECTRLFICATION PROJECTS:
PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

by

M. Balakrishnan, Norwegian Centre for International Agricultural
Development (NORAGRIC), Agricultural University of Norway, Box 2,
1432 Ås-NLH, Norway.

SUMMARY

Adverse effects of water development projects for electrification
have been analysed with emphasis on sustainable rural develop-
ment. Water development project creates environmental problems
of various magnitude. Depletion of genetic resources and wildlife
habitat, problems for natural movements of animals, soil erosion,
landslide, earthquake, spreading of diseases and depletion of
water resources on long run have been already identified as major
adverse effects of water development projects. It is emphasized
that proper environmental impact assessment should be made by the
development aid agencies at the initial phase of planning of any
such projects in the Third World.

THE ECOLOGIST has reviewed environmental impacts of a number of

Multipurpose River Valley Projects in the Third World recently

and concluded that "unfortunately, to persuade the Third World

Governments to abandon plans to build water development schemes

is a lost cause. The "think big" mentality is just too firmly

entrenched. The only way to prevent their construction is to

-appealdirectly to donor governments,.to development banks and to

international aid agencies-without whose financial help the

scfiemescould not be built". It is revealed that either the

recipient governments are hiding the truth on environmental

issues when projects are proposed or the donor agencies are not

carefully evaluating such issues when projects are financed.

This is a serious issue which will have reflections on inter-

national cooperation.



OUR COMMON FUTURE, the report of the World Commission on

Environment and Development which is also known as the Brundtland

Report, stresses the need for global environmental conservation

for a sustainable development of the human race. This is a major

and difficult task for which all nations, developed and develop-

ing, have to make a joint effort.

DEVELOPMENT VS ENVIRONMENT

No doubt, electrification is essential for the overall develop-

ment of any region, state or nation. Many of the present day

problems in the Third World can be solved by rural electrifi-

cation and the concomittant development which may follow.

However, these developmental processes should not adversely

affect the nature and its balance. During the process of

industrialisation, we committed several mistakes and the adverse

impacts of such mistakes are now being revealed.

Nassar was highly regarded as the "universal provider" at the

time when the Aswan High Dam was built in Egypt. "Nasser,

Nasser, we come to salute you: after the Dam, our land will be a

paradise" - Nasser was unanimously greeted by crowds of Egyptians

in the streets of Cairo. Now the Egyptian Government is spending

considerable amounts annually to get rid off some of the adverse

effects of this dam. India's first Prime Minister, Pandit

Jawaharlal Nehru, once remarked that large dams are temples of

progress. After a short span of 20 years, his own daughter and

the then Prime Minister of India, Mrs. Indira Gandhi, abandoned

the proposal for a hydroelectric project in Silent Valley in

Kerala in early 1980s after considering its environmental

impacts. It is only during the past 2-3 decades that scientists

could reveal the extent of adverse impacts of large dams on

environment. Recent advancements in the field of environmental

biology has revealed that any artificial developments obstructing

the natural systems will have its adverse impacts in the long

run. The impacts will be less if the artificial developments are

small and would be drastic if such developments are bigger.
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ENVIRONmENTAL IMPACTS OF RIVER VALLEY PROJECTS

The scope of this presentation is restricted to stress the

adverse effects of River Valley Projects. The drawbacks of such

projects whether meant for rural development, regional develop-

ment or for national development can be broadly grouped into two.

These are the ones related to the phase of the proposal and the

ones related to the implementation and management of the whole

programme. Very ambitious proposals without real socio-economic

and environmental considerations are often proposed. During-the

initial stages, scientific investigations on long-term avail-

ability of resources are not properly made. Further, sustainable

management of water resources is not carefully dealt with in

detail at the initial phase of the planning. During the

implementation phase, environmental aspects are often neglected,

with the prime objective to boost the energy development. The

planners seldom consider the socio-economic problems of the

people including tribes who may have to be uprooted and resettled

in order to implement the project.

Natural movement of aquatic organisms such as fishes is adversely

affected by dams whether it is small or large. Many of the

unknown genetic resources of the area of submergence are totally

lost. Wildlife habitats are lost, reduced or irreparably damaged

by reservoirs. Changes in the catchment areas result in reduced

flow of water towards the reservoir or even affect-the availa-

bility of spring water, ultimatelyresulting in the drying up of

dams in summer months. In such cases, water resources would be

depleted and the dam will be less useful on a long-term basis.

Landslides are a common phenomenon observed in project areas as a

result of negligence of environmental considerations. High dams

in sensitive areas may also cause earthquakes of various

magnitude. Unscientifically oriented implementation and

management of River Valley Projects would also result in soil

erosion, degradation of the surroundings and catchment areas-and

in the depletion of wildlife. Enhanced rate of spreading

diseases (e.g. malaria, schistosomiasis caused by schistosomes,

onchocerciasis or river blindness, trypanosomiasis caused by
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trypanosomes, filariasis, etc.) among the populations living near

reservoirs and irrigation canals is a prominent feature linked

with River Valley Projects.

POWER TRANSMISSION

Power projects are usually located in highlands and in forest

areas where water resources are in plenty. This necessitates

transmission of electricity for the users in villages and towns.

Even though of less magnitude, the cable lines also necessitate

clearfelling of natural forest. Further, the electric field

created by high tension cables and the routine maintenance

activities of these lines in the forest habitat may also create

environmental problems especially conerned with migration and

other behaviour of wild animals. It is also known that about 25

per cent of the produced electricity is lost during transmission

in many cases. This extent of high loss of electricity produced

after damaging the natural systems can not be justified. This

aspect is less cared in many of the developing countries even

when power shortage is experienced and power shedding is ordered.

If proper attention is paid on this matter, much of the produced

electricity can be saved. This would help in the conservation of

already depleted natural habitats and wildlife to some extent.

DEVELOPMENTAL AID AND COMMERCIAL INTERESTS

The developmental aid agencies should consider it as their

responsibility to see that the objectives of the project are

achieved by the implementation of the same. Major objectives of

such aid should be aimed at regional development, rather than

aiming at commercial interests. Dams built just for selling

electricity when local people have no access to power supply

will have less developmental effects, irrespective of whether the

dam is small or large. The sufferers should definitely have the

right to enjoy the fruitful effects of such projects. Even

though the Government of Kerala (India) announced that all

villages in Kerala are electrified long back, many of the

villages in Kerala are still under dark. Developmental agencies
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should evaluate such statements clearly and should see that the

aid is not with commercial interest and not used to damage

-naturalhabitats in the highlands.

"SUSTAINABLE RURAL DEVELOPMENT

Rural development can be accelerated more meaningfully by

exploitation of solar energy, wind energy, wave energy and bio-

gas energy. Even though there are considerable scope for these

means of developing power for the use of small groups of people,

the Third World nations are not fully exploiting these resources.

Environmental impacts of such projects would be much less than

large River Valley Projects. They would also be more useful in

terms of local needs. Transmission problems can be completely

eliminated under these projects.

CATCHY WORDS AND DEVELOPMENTAL ISSUES

Catchy words such as "Rural Development", "Tribal Development",

"Ecodevelopment", "Farm Forestry", Social Forestry", etc. have

been projected in the recent past when requests are made for

consideration of aid agencies. It would be more appropriate to

say that these words have become fashionable slogans to project

the issues rather than meaningful alternatives to solve the

problems of the poor. There are social forestry programmes

wherein none of the three major objectives of social forestry

such as the fuelwood, fodder and shade are met; there are tribal

development projects under which a good part of the fund is

flowing into the hands of rich middlemen; there are ecodevelop-

ment projects wherein environmental conservation is less attended

to and farm forestry projects under which resourceful agricul-

tural areas are being misused for growing eucalyptus and

commercial crops. The sad state of never filled-in dams are

also to be mentioned in this context. We have to think twice,

how far rural development will take place just by electrifi-

cation in the rural Third World by a development aid for a few

years. What about the maintenance of these projects once the

developmental phase is over? What about the traditional means of
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THE TRAINING ISSUE

by Dagfinn K. Lysne

1. INTRODUCTION

The "trainingissue" impliesthe transferof experience.Whatever textbooktheory

is involved,it isa lefthandmatter,nicelyintegratedintothetrainingprogram,

thushardlynoticable.Neverthelesswritten,supportingmaterial,tailoredto

eachspecificprogramisa must1

Talking about this type of training,an experiancefrom my childhoodcomes to

mind. My mother was a good cook. I rememberthat guests sometimeswould ask her

about resepies.That was one situationmy mother found difficult,and her answer

was most often: "1'm sorry, but I don't have a resepi."

The training issue is somewhatliketheweather,we alltalkaboutit,butnobody

seemsto be ableto comeupwitha realanswer.EventhoughI havetakenpart

sometrainingprograms,I am certainlynotgoingto givea finalanswer.

Inorderto structureourdiscussionwe mayindicatethefollowingtypeof training

Specificdevelopmentprojectwithinlimitedtime.

Courses and seminars

Long term training schemes

Planned and implementedby semi-fixedgroups of people (ref. Odd

Hoftun)

Implementedby an internationallyoriented institution/organisation,

but carried out by personellon limitedtime contracts.

I will mostly deal with trainingtype 1, though as I am only presentingthoughts

and personalopinions,they may also reflecton type 2 and 3.

My professionalbackgroundis "Riverengineering",which in many engineering

aspects is differentfrom "RuralElectrification".Thebasiccharacteristicsof

training shouldnotbe muchdifferent,however.Training(asmostimportantissues)

dealswith communicationbetween peoplewith individualpersonal background, and

in an internationalcontext,culturaldifferences.

I will not deal with training relatedto energy comsumptionor details about

operationand maintenance, as this issue is being covered by others in this seminar



2. THE TARGETGROUPS The trainees

The peoplewe workwith, and are offeringtraining,can be grouped as follows:

Formen

Technicians

field implementation

shops, operation,maintenance

Engineers

planning

field implementation

shops, operation,maintenance

Chief engineers

Trainers

Norwegianfriends may react to this way of groupingpeople as it may indicatea

structifiedsociety. It is by no means my intention.These groups have their own

charactisticprofessionalbackgroundand professionalobjectivesand goals.

Of course, in many countriesthese groupingsmay also reflect the social structure.

Personally,I feel stronglythatwe, the outsiders(alsocalledexperts),should

as a startacceptthe cultureand thesocialstructurewe meet,and if we want to

apply any input of our own, we should do so throughour own behaviourand ability

to communicate.

For all these groups the training procedureshould includethe following:

Discussionof characteristicaspectsof the job, topic, project.

Professionalapplicationof theoryand skills.

Exchange of experienceand socialcontactwith colleagues.

Consideringthe Formen, training should imply discussionof characteristicissues

as

being a formen

skills involvedwhen doing the actualwork.
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Consideringthe Chief En ineer,training impliesdiscussing:

characteristictasks for a chief engineer,such as responsibilityfor

other employees,work planning,reportsto superiors,input for decision-

making, etc.

developmentin theory and technicalsolutionsalso with respect to

econmy and other relevantaspects.

The need for exchange of experiencewith colleaguesis the same in principal.The

need is unquestionableand equally important.Only the implementationis different.

The formen will visit nearby districts,while the chief engineerwill visit nearby

countries(or other countries).It is importantto note, however,that the cost

aspect within a training program budget, is close to proportionto the scope and

economic implicationsof ones job responsibility.

To train trainers is not alltogetherdifferent.However,how to implementprofes-

sional application(train to become a trainer)should be consideredmore closely.

Most trainersdo not have a teacher'sbackgroundand the trainer'sjob then becomes

close to being a forman. Teachers are trained in an ordinaryclass with children

or students,and with at supervisorpresent.This can be very diffucult to apply

to non-teachers.Cultural aspectsmust also be consideredin this respect.

I would recommendtherefore that practicaltrainingof trainerstake place within

the group of trainers and a supervisorcomingfrom outside.A hidden video camesa

may come in as a useful tool in this respect,and can also be used by trainers in

the ordinaryclasses or in a on-the-job-trainingsituation.The supervisorand the

trainer can then discuss the result afterwords.

• 3. THE SUPERVISORS

To be a supervisorin a trainingprogram is like being a teacherwithout the

teachersprofessionaltraining. (Also similarto becominga professor,the only

group of teachersfor whom no professionalteachingtraining is required!)

Would it thereforebe appropriateto recommenda teacherstrainingfor all trainers

supervisors?I do not think so, partly because it would not be practical as the

trainingaspect will more and more be brought into focus and will require increasi

personellresources.Partly also because a trainer/supervisorsjob is in many

aspects different from a teacher.
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Some of the main points to be consideredare as follows:

Genuine interest in working with people is imperativeas well as the

ability to communicate.

Develop skills in systemasingexperiencetype knowledgefor presentation

to others.

Plan programs,prepare input to programs,and prepareyourself for each

teach-trainingsession (also after the third time around!)

Have professionalskills ahead of the best qualifiedparticipantof the

group.

These points are importantand must be consideredclosely.As a supervisoryou

are in a teachingposition and the group will reveal anythingabout you. You have

to be genuinallyinterested,if not you are at a loss, becauseyour group consist

of intelligentpeople and your "utstråling"does reveal your inner thoughts and

feelings.In the process yg will be more interestingto the group than your

message. So, present your background,personallyand professionallyat the

beginning,and if you have done your homework,you will be able to focus on aspects

where you have common grounds with the group.

To systemiseknowledgecoming out of experienceis time-comsuming.(For instance

preparingfor this small presentationhave taken a good 20 hours - probablywith

a questionableresult). Technicalpeople want sketches,this takes even more time

and possiblyalso assistanceto cover up lack of skill on your part in making good

sketchesfor teaching purpose.

Therefore,preparingplans and preparing input is very time-consuming,but must

be carriedout to the smallest detail. A preparationfor each session is a must ,

otherwisethe group will pin-pointyou within 5 mijnutes.Your technical profes-

sional skill is a necessary qualilfication,but not a sufficientqualification.

4. CULTURE AND FORGIVNESS

Many internationalworkers claim that you must aquire sound knowledgeabout the

culture,national and regional.The need for insightinto the local culture is

probably inverslyproportionalto the theoreticallevel of the trainees in the

group you work with.
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For many of us, being in contactwith many countries,we have to accept that our

knowledgeabout the local culture is limited.Luckily,therefore,there is a lot

of forgivnessavailableto you if you ask for it. What is needed of you is that

you open up and discuss the fact that you do not have adequateknoqledge about

the culture- and ask the group first to forgiveyou, and then to offer you the

informationyou are lacking.

Of course, a minimum background informationis required.You don't stick out your

feet or raise your voice in a group of Thai-people,and you don't, when meeting a

mother with her child, place your hand on the top of the_headof the child, when

in Malaysia.Or as quoted from a book: "All people are the same - it's only their

habits that are so different".

5.MOTIVATION


A common topic of discussionand sometimesfustrationamong trainers/supervisors

is the lack of motivation in the group.

have alreadymentioned the need for the supervisor/trainerto be genuinely

motivated.So consider closely if your own moderate interestis the reason for

bringingthe topic up for discussion.

Argumentsvery often refered to are: The participantsare only interestedin promo-

tion, come into a positionwith less working load (they think), opportunityto

travel abroad,etc. But let us be honest,why have we, ourselves,spent a good part

of our time on education,seminars,etc. and we claim that we have to go abroad

to be on top of our profession.Lastly, is the time efficientlyspent at all

seminarswe attend?

As a supervisorit is imperativto analyse the motivationaspects,accept them

(even thoughyou don't approve),and then,when good communicationis established,

you presentthe objectives,goals and impose the workloadon the group. 1f you

have managed to make the group accept both the target and the workload, then it

is likelythat your training programwill be successful.But all of this is your

job, not the group's!
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6. TRAININGAS PART OF A SPECIFICDEVELOPMENTPROGRAM OF LIMITEDTIME

Training is normallypart of the Objectiveand the Scope of Work in most Terms of

Reference.However,during contractnegotiationsand during implementationof the

contract,traininggraduallybecomes a left hand matter.

The followingthree main reasons for this fact is pointed out:

The contact negotiatingprosedure.

The trainingaspect being an integralpart of the process towards the

technicalproduct!

The personelland work plans do not reflect trainingaspects.

The trainingaspect must be handled as a separate issue. Probably,the most

practicalway of handlingtraining is to split the contractnegotiationsinto two

parts

Negotiatethe contractfor the technicalproduct includingpersonell

and work plans.

Negotiatedetailedprosedureand plans (includingpreparationof input)

for the training aspect, includingtrainer/supervisorqualifications.

Then estimate the time input needed,establishfollow-upprocedureand

negotiateunit rates (hourlyrates) for the supervisors/trainers.

See how 1 and 2 can be combinedwith respect to efficient input of

personellresourcesand money.

The following3 point in a trainingprogram does also indicatea reasonablefollow-

up procedure.

For each topic:

Presentationof topic and necessarytheoretical/methodologicalinput.

Carry out the job (on job, in the shop or in the office).

Follow-upsession.Discusswork, results,additionaltheory, etc.

This takes time. Doubling the time input is probablya reasonableestimate.



7. CONCLUDINGCOMMENTS

Whydoessomanytalkabouttrainingwhilesucessfultrainingprogramsarefew

andfarbetween?

We allremembera numberof louseteachers,comingfromourownculture.Carrying

outtrainingprograminothercountriesof theworlddoesthereforetakesome

thouroughconsideration.1nfactwe mustrealisethatit isa realchallangel
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THE OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE ASPECT

by Ole Kr. Sylte

1.INTRODUCTION.

Within Norwegian development assistance there has,over the latest
years ,been increasing concern about the sustainability of
development projects.We have seen that projects once constructed
have needed continued support from outside sources to be able to
operate.
Sustainability has in some instances been referred to as the
ultimate test of development efforts.It requires not only that a
project be successful in achieving its objectives during the
project life ,but also that the benefits it generats continue
beyond the time assistance.
Sustainability again ,is of course closely linked to operation and
maintenance .Without successful operation and maintenance, the
investments made in a project or a programme will fail to yield
the benefits that were intended .
Operation and maintenance has ,therefore,come increasingly to the
forefront of attention among donors and agencies financing
development projects •Extensive additions to infrastructure
facilities and other public utilities were financed in the 1960s
and 1970s in the African countries ,and the bill of repair is now
increasingly felt .
NORAD and other donors and development agencies have been
concerned with this growing problem of operation and maintenance
for many years ,and efforts to come to grip with the problem have
been extended both in the form of financing of maintenance for
supported projects and through projects specifically devoted to
this purpose .

The history of donor assistance in Africa has demonstrated that
operation and maintenance deserve even further emphasis than in
the past ,but also that this is an area of assistance that have
emerged as being more complicated than realised earlier .

Several different approaches to the problem have been tried,and
the following table serves to illustrate the step by step changes
that have occurred in the focus on different key issues .
Example from the highway sector .

PERIOD KEY ISSUES OF ATTENTION

Before 1960 Support of maintenance was
nostly for equipment and
workshops. Covenants used
extensively.

1960s Reorganisation and reforms
of administrations.
Specialised technical
assistance,and elaborate
management systems .

1970s Staff training ,mechanics
and administration .

1980s Institutional development.



The same evolution of concepts to solve problems of operation and
maintenance may also be illustrated as in the figure below .
It illustrates first of all the recognition of the operation and
maintenance problem as a structural and institutional one ,that
needs to be looked at with a long -term perspective .The emphasis
has shifted from technology and hardware to problem-solving
capacities through institutional development .

FIGURE 1 :Evolution of Issues and Trends in Support.

Why then are successful operation and maintenance so difficult to
achieve ?
In order to understand the constraints to maintenance ,it is
important to recognise that maintenance is far from being only
technical ,but that it spans across a broad spectrum of related
issues that embrace technical,socio-economic,financial-economic
and human and institutional ones .

We shall in the following chapters discuss these issues in some
more detail .The basis for most of the statements are from
experience from Africa and from infrastructure project.At the
level of this discussion ,the concept of operation has been
treated in general terms and would apply for nost areas of
development assistance .
But first we shall have a closer look at the present situation in
African countries and the experience of NORAD in the
infrastructure sectors of roads,water supply and hydropower.

2. THE PRESENT SITUATION.

During the past two decades economic development has been slow in
most of the countries of Sub-Saharan Africa ,where most of
Norwegian aid is channeled ,and it is no exaggeration to talk of
crisis.The economy has been marked by slow economic growth,high
rates of population increase ,low agricultural production and a
severe balance -of-payment and fiscal situation.
At the same time the public infrastructure has been expanded ,in
some countries dramatically.In the 1960s and 1970s the public
infrastructure expanded •much faster than the corresponding
maintenance budgets and institutional capacities .Also the demand
for services grew more rapidly than predicted .The traffic on the
roads has become much heavier than expected,and the demand for
services in the water and hydropower sectors have increased more
than foreseen .
These ambitious programmes for new investment ,to which
politicians ,planners and others have given priority have often
been carried out at the expense of adequate funds for operation
and maintenance of completed projects .A recent survey by the
World Bank has shown that in six out of ten of the bank's
borrowers,under-funding of both the construction of ongoing and
maintenance of completed projects had assumed serious proportions.
An example from Zambia may be illustrative for the situation.
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During the 1970s the total expenditure on roads in Zambia
increased steadily ,whereas at the same time there was a decline
in real terms in the allocation of funds for road maintenance,as
shown in the figure below.

FIGURE 2 : Road Investment and Maintenance Funds.

Within the energy sector ,many countries have been forced to build
excessive reserves of electricity generating capacity ,at
considerable cost ,due to poor maintenance.The high returns to be
obtained from restoring system efficiency through increased
spending on maintenance are a vital but often absent consideration
in system planning .

The situation in the water sector is not better .Studies of the
situation in East Africa have revealed that as much as up to 40%
of the rural water supply systems built have not worked as planned

not functioning at all .

The overall conditions of the road network and the corresponding
maintenance needs in the Sub-Saharan countries ,have been
estimated by the World Bank .These countries have a network of
about 130,000 km of paved roads;355,000 km of gravel roads ;and
425,000 km of earth roads .The funds needed to prevent further
deterioration of these roads and to clear the rehabilitation
backlog within ten years has been estimated to be close to ten
billion NOK per year .
These figures clearly indicate that there is an urgent need to
switch away from new construction to maintenance ,and that even
with a reallocation of funds to operation and maintenance ,there
is a large shortfall in funding sources .
This is an important realisation also for donors involved in the
road sector ,in that priorities among roads have to be made .Not
all the roads should be maintained .Some roads have to be left to
fail.

3.EXPERIENCES OF NORAD IN THE INFRASTRUCTURE SECTOR .

The infrastructure sectors have received high priority in the
developing countries ,and in some cases the road sector alone has
been allocated as much as up to forty percent of the total
development funding .
Not surprising ,therefore ,that the infrastructure sectors also
have received a high proportion of Norwegian assistance .
During the last two decades,the infrastructure sectors,roads,
water and hydropower received more than one quarter of the total
bilateral aid .
It would be of interest to identify whether the evolution of the
maintenance crises has influenced the NORAD funding in any way .
Does the awareness of operation and naintenance reflect in the
composition of the project portfolio today ?

There is a marked change in the type of projects supported and the
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activities included in the projects ,as shown by the figure below.

FIGURE 3 : NORAD Infrastructure Project P rtfolio.

The figure shows the portion of "construction";"maintenance"; and
"technical assistance etc.",as a percentage of sector total.
This is shown at three different stages ;by aggregating projects
completed by end of 1988 ,ongoing and budgeted/not started.
The mid point in time for these stages ,will be different for the
three sectors,and any conclusion drawn should keep this in mind .
Nevertheless,it must be safe to conclude that there has been a
dramatic change over time in the support of maintenance ,and that
this change is most clear in the road sector .
In the road sector only about 4 % of completed projects was for
"maintenance” ,whereas as much as 81 % of budgeted/not started
projects .
The switch towards maintenance has been less remarkable ,although
clear also in the hydropower sector .Whereas the completed
projects did not include any significant portion for maintenance,
the budgeted/not started projects included 28% "maintenance".

When the change in focus actually took place in the NORAD funded
projects ,can not be said precisely .One could try to describe the
evolution by talking about three generations of assistance
projects:

FIRST GENERATION PROJECTS;
Took place from about nid 1960s to mid 1970s. Characterised
by high portion for capital investment.The objective was
construction of infrastructure .
Typical project : Turkana Road,KEN-006.

SECOND GENERATION PROJECTS;
Took place from mid 1970s to beginning of 1980s.Some of these
project were a continuation of the first generation, and
included typically a combination of reconstruction and
maintenance.Main focus was on support of effective
maintenance to save previous investment .
Typical project : Rural Roads Maintenance Programme ,TAN-036

THIRD GENERATION PROJECTS;
Took place from the beginning of the 1980s and onwards .
These projects have been typified by focus on community
participation ,institutional development,appropriate
technology and long-term commitment .
Typical project : Minor Roads Programme ,KEN-067.

Norwegian bilateral aid has as a matter of general assistance
policy been targeted to the most deprived sections of society .
Much of the project and programme assistance has therefore been in
the rural areas .
There is no doubt that this has magnified the problems encountered
in respect of operation and maintenance for NORAD.



Facilities constructed in the rural area have generally a lower
potential for cost recovery ,or less user benefits .The standards
of construction will therefore be lower ,and with consequently
higher cost of operation and maintenance . The local authorities
are seldom effective in the rural areas,and they are typically
left with more than limited resources to carry out the required
maintenance .
Support of maintenance of public infrastructure in the rural areas
poses a question of prioritising use of scarce public funds. If on
a large scale ,it has to be considered if the funds could be
better spent in other areas ,or if the support is out of balance
with the present macro-economic resources .

4. XEY ASPECTS OF OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE .

As mentioned earlier in chapter 1 ,operation and maintenance as a
concept comprise a number of components that have a bearing on the
success of assistance •In this overview ,only the most dominant
will be discussed .

4.1 Financial/Economic Aspects .

The economic issues will include:
Budget /Finance Mechanisms
Financial Control
Foreign Exchange
Cost Recovery

Operation and maintenance of development projects are concerned
with sustaining the productive use of existing investment and with
providing for rehabilitation of existing capital where necessary .
NORAD has already for some time funded part of recurrent cost of
maintenance .But the approach traditionally adopted by most donors
is that responsibility for maintenance ,including in particular
the recurrent cost of routine operations ,should be that of the
recipient.They have taken the view ,at least in the past ,that
foreign aid should be focussed on capital items,including
equipment for maintenance ,workshops ,initial stock of spare parts
and materials.This preference of aid agencies to finance capital
rather than recurrent costs have sometimes introduced a bias
against maintenance,as long as new construction would attract the
maximum foreign financial participation .
The attitude to day is more liberal towards financing of recurrent
cost of operation and maintenance ,also by the World Bank ,as this
is seen as a necessary short-term requirement while the economy is
turned around

Studies made by the World Bank ,mostly on highway investments,have
shown that the overall economic return on proposed maintenance
projects have been very high .Completed maintenance projects show
returns at ex-post evaluations that are sometimes several times
the opportunity cost of capital .The high returns basically
reflect the high profitability of small expenditures to maintain
the full service value obtainable from large earlier investments



in construction .
Although this is the general case ,it should not be forgottefi—that
there may be cases that do not warrant funds spent on mainteMance
.This could be due to need for priorities under budgetary p/

constraints ,or due to large requirement of foreign exchangegin a
situation of scarcity .

The figure below illustrates the relationship between mainteflance
standard and net present value to society .It is also an t(
illustration of the typical case in developing countries,in that
there is a safe margin for investing in maintenance with hight
yield of benefits .

FIGURE 4: Net Present Value / Maintenance Expenditure Relation.

The great majority of infrastructure in developing countriesould
fall on the steepest part on the NPV/Expenditure curve •

r

When the maintenance budget is less than that required for alk
overall optimum ,the cost to the user will increase by more than
the savings in maintenance costs.The net effect is an increase in
total costs.
A drastic reduction in the maintenance expenditure ,will increase
the user costs by many times the equivalent amount both in short-
and long-term .In the long-term the net cost to the responsible
agency will also increase as a result of expensive rehabilitation.

The illustration above apply for the road sector .In principle the
same will also apply for the water and hydropower sectors ,with
the difference that user costs in the first place have to be
carried by the operating agency.

I would like to mention one matter that I personally have come to
regard as very important when analysing future development
projects ,namely the element of risk that is present in such bases

The future costs and benefits of development projects are often
estimated at the appraisal stage ,and some times a sensitivity
analysis in relation to key parameters •But it has mostly been
carried out under the wrong perception that normal maintenance
would be forthcoming , which in fact has proved to be very wrong.
What is missing is an analysis of the risks of deferred or
neglected maintenance .
For the road sector the World Bank has recently developed an
appropriate analytical tool in the form of a computer programne,
the HDM model ,that can be used to estimate the consequences bf
different maintenance strategies .



4.2 Technical Aspects.

Technical issues could be a long list of items ,and would include
among the most importance such as :

Technology
Equipment,Spares
Design
Technical Legislation

.Sincethe engineering elements are covered by other speakers , I
will limit the comments under this heading mainly to a discussion
of technology .But let me first say that the people responsible
for the day to day running of a hydropower plant ,will undoubtably
mention the technical problems they have , and will most probably
say that lack of spare parts is the single most serious constraint
to effective maintenance .And there are certainly technical
aspects of the design of infrastructure that may have nost serious
repercussions on the future operation and maintenance .But common
to these sort of technical problems are that they seem to be
solvable when they become known .
However ,the problem of lack of spare parts ,that may be traced to
. hortage of foreign exchange, may also be related to the question
of choosing the right technology .
Several evaluations of NORAD projects as well as country studies
have mentioned choice of technology as perhaps the most important
element in reaching a sustainable operation .
In one NORAD project the technology was changed from mainly
machine based to labour -based .The rationale behind the change
was that there were little prospects of developing the
capabilities to operate heavy machines and that machine based
maintenance would require too much foreign exchange for the
country's economy .

4.3 Institutional Aspects .

The institutional aspects of operation and maintenance would
include such different issues as :

Socio-economic/Cultural
Organisational/Legal Powers
Motivation/Incentives/Accountability
Management
Human Resources/Training
Community Participation

Since we in this seminar are dealing with rural development , we
shall discuss the last of these issues ; community participation.
Many development projects built in rural areas have been
undertaken with the assumption that they would be maintained by
the local communities; but few have succeeded.This poor record may
be linked to the limited extent of authentic community
participation in planning and construction ,and little genuine
involvement by the local people .



Community participation in maintenance requires acceptance of the
task as a community responsibility .The future responsibility for
maintenance ,has to be made clear to the community early in the
project ,and the consequences of failure have to be explained.
The experience from a number of development projects in the rural
areas ,indicates that community participation at the planning
stage ,increases the chances of adequate maintenance .
Communities that have participated earlier in the project ,may be
more willing to take responsibility for maintenance.

4.4 Systems,Logistics.

Under this heading would for example fall such issues as

Force Account /Contractors/Private Groups
Cofinancing - Donor Co-ordination
Standardisation policies
Monitoring and Evaluation

Contracting for routine as well as periodic maintenance is being
increasingly used by several African governments .Motives have
varied.Some have turned to contractors when efforts to build up
government institutions over many years failed to produce
effective results or,when general hiring restrictions prevented
force account organisations to tackle the growing maintenance
need.
Contracted maintenance has proven to be a workable undertaking --
in countries at all levels of development and with all manner of
organisations.
Of particular interest here may be the alternative approaches to
maintenance that have been introduced in some projects ,based on
participation fron the local community .
Both the "lengthman system",used for example in the MRP in Kenya,
and the "village responsibility " system used in Latin America ,
have proved to be viable alternatives to traditional force account
organisations .

5. FUTURE DIRECTIONS .

Based on NORADs strategies of assistance ,what should be the key
policy issues for future aid ?
Some points for consideration in respect of operation and
maintenance could be

Support of operation and maintenance deserves even more
attention than in the past.
Assistance in this field need to be long-term and focussed

on human resources development and institution-strengthening.
NORAD should continue its commendable initiative in

developing and implementing appropriate technologies .
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